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Abstract 
The Italian composer Luciano Berio's Sinfonia for eight amplified voices and 
orchestra first appeared as a four-movement work in its premiere in 1968. A year 
later Berio (b.1925) revised it, with the addition of a fifth movement. The work 
has aroused worldwide attention since then. Throughout these thirty years, many 
scholars have presented their views and studies about the work from various 
aspects and perspectives. 
This thesis studies the correlation between music and text in Sinfonia. Sinfonia 
mainly focuses on three very different subjects. They include the mythological 
study of the French anthropologist, Claude Levi-Strauss, the assassination of the 
American civil rights leader, Martin Luther King, and the Scherzo movement from 
Gustav Mahler's Symphony no.2, "Resurrection". Berio connects them together 
by pinpointing some common underlying themes between the three topics. These 
materials serve as the main textual sources in Sinfonia, and they are coupled with 
five musical frameworks, representing a variety of styles in twentieth-century 
music. Chapter 1 introduces Berio's view of the relationship between music and 
text, and discusses the experiments he made from around 1958 up to the 
composition of Sinfonia, as well as the two persons who influenced him most 
during the sixties. Chapters 2 to 6 are devoted to analyses of the five 
movements of Sinfonia, with focuses on the textual and musical materials Berio 
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Chapter 1 丨 ntroduction 
( 
I have a great respect for [the semantic aspect of a text] and treat it with 
all the musical honours of which I am capable. Heidegger said that 
language "is the house of life" and, as everyone knows, it is also a 
marvellous, untiring machine for the production of meaning. Music is a 
further machine that amplifies and transcribes that meaning onto a 
different level of perception and intelligence—provided that it respects all 
the aspects of language, including the acoustic one.'' 
Throughout his compositional life, but especially in the 1960s, Luciano 
Berio (b.1925) has performed numerous experiments on the relationship between 
music and text. He believes that music "amplifies" the semantic capacity of 
language. Music is even able to "transcribe" the original meaning of the text and 
bring it “onto a different level of perception" without dishonouring any of its 
expressive qualities, including the acoustic one. 
Berio started these experiments with Omaggio a Joyce,^ composed in 
1958. The music is an electronic processing of a reading, in three languages, of 
a fragment from Ulysses, a novel written by the twentieth-century Irish author, 
James Joyce. The recorded fragments of the Joyce poem are processed into 
tones, and the poem itself uses the sound and sound-qualities of music. In other 
words, Berio bridged the gap between music and poetry in the experiments made 
in Omaggio a Joyce. 
1 Luciano Berio, Two Interviews (London: Marion Boyars, 1985), translated and edited by David Osmond-
Smith from Intervista sulla musica (Ban: Laterza, 1981) and BeszelgetesekLuciano Behoval (Budapest: 
Editio Musica, 1981), 113. 
2 Omaggio a Joyce is also known as Thema. 
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He continued the experiments with the main focus on the vocal solo, or 
voice with instruments. Following Omaggio a Joyce, other examples included 
Circles (1960)，Visage (1960-61), Epifanie (1959-62，rev. 1965)，and Sequenza III 
(1965). At the same time, he extended his experiments from solo voice to 
several sets of vocal combinations. Passaggio (1961-62) is written for a soprano, 
two choruses (with one placed in the pit, the other consisting of five groups of 
speakers in the auditorium), and orchestra. Esposizione (1962-63) requires a 
mezzo-soprano, two children's voices, dancers, fourteen instruments and a 4-
track tape. Laborintus II (1965) is written for three female voices, eight actors, a 
speaker, and instruments? 
[See Appendix I for a detailed listing of Berio's compositions from Thema to 
Sinfonia.] 
But it was in Sinfonia (1968-69)，an interaction between three very different 
components: the texts from Levi-Strauss's mythologies, the name of Martin 
Luther King and Gustav Mahler's Symphony no.2, "Resurrection." that he 
integrated and culminated the experiences he had drawn from all the previous 
projects. Using an orchestra of 81 players. Sinfonia was written for eight 
amplified voices and an expanded orchestra, which includes electronic 
instruments like electric organ and electric harpsichord, and a large percussion 
section. Sinfonia was originally a four-movement work, but a fifth movement was 
added after the premiere. In this final movement. Berio reiterated the materials of 
3 David Osmond-Smith, Playing on Words: A Guide to Luciano Berio ’s Sinfonia (London: Royal Musical 
Association, 1985), 1-2. 
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the preceding movements and synthesized and blended them together, thus 
realizing the literal meaning of this title, "to sound together. 
Why did all of these compositions imbued with an experimental spirit take 
root at the end of the fifties and expand rapidly throughout the sixties? Some 
crucial events or people entered into Berio's professional and personal life at this 
time. In this case, things might have happened differently, if not for the influence 
of either of these two persons: Cathy Berberian and Umberto Eco.^ 
Collaboration with Cathy Berberian 
The year 1950 proved to be one of the important points in Berio's early life. 
The twenty-five-year-old composer obtained his compositional diploma at the 
Milan Conservatory and married the Armenian-American singer, Cathy Berberian 
(1929-1983). With her, Berio made his first trip to the USA.^ 
Berberian was highly regarded for her distinctive type of voice. Her 
performance in John Cage's Aria (1959) especially proved her versatile ability to 
produce a variety of vocal qualities. In Aria, the soloist needs to sing with ten 
different types of vocal expression, as well as to produce noise. Berberian sang 
in the style of, for example, jazz, sprechstimme, coloratura, folk, and baby's 
4 By comparison, in 1847, Princess Carolyne Sayn-Wittgenstein persuaded Liszt to devote his time to 
composition, rather than to continue his career as a concert performer. And between 1847 and 1858 Liszt 
wrote many of the works that established his reputation as a major composer. 
5 Although Berio and Berberian divorced after eighteen years of marriage, this did not destroy their 
collaboration. After the divorce in 1968，Berberian continued to sing his music. Berio considered her the 
best interpreter of his vocal music. 
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voice, together with the production of noises including animal calls, footstomps, 
screaming and so on. The following passage further describes her special voice: 
Her [Berberian's] vocal range extended to three octaves, causing one 
bewildered music critic to remark that she could sing both Tristan and 
Isolde. Thanks to her uncanny ability to produce ultrahuman (and 
subhuman) tones, and her willingness to incorporate into her professional 
vocalization a variety of animal noises, guttural sound, grunts and growls, 
squeals, squeaks..., she instantly became the darling of inventive 
composers of the avant-garde, who early dedicated to her their otherwise 
unperformable works® 
The singing career of Berberian went through an interruption in the mid-
fifties. She resumed her career in 1958 and first appeared in one of the concerts 
of the Incontri Musicali.^ The major collaboration between Berberian and Berio 
started then. They co-operated in performing new works nearly every year until 
1966, as shown in Table 1-1. 
Table 1-1 Compositions Berio wrote for Cathy Berberian or for which she 
performed the premieres 
Omaggio a Joyce 1958 
Circles 1960 
Visage 1960-61 
Epifanie 1959-62, rev. 1965 
6 Nicholas Slonimsky, "Berberian, Cathy," in Baker，s Biographical Dictionary of Musicians (New York: 
Schirmer Books, 1992), 158. 
7 A concert series begun in 1956 in Italy, organized by Berio and Bruno Madema, aiming to promote 
twentieth-century music. Programs included works by Stravinsky, Ravel and many others. Berio also edited 
a journal under the same title between 1956 and 1959. Four numbers were published. 
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Esposizione 1962-63 
Folk Songs 1964 
Sequenza III 1965-66 
Compared to Omaggio a Joyce, the next work, Circles, is a piece which 
uses no electronic processing. It is written for voice, harp, and two 
percussionists. Based on a poem by e.e.cummings, the composition gives high 
flexibility to the performers. Circles shows the possibilities of Berberian's vocal 
technique to best advantage. 
By the time of the composition of Sinfonia, Berberian and Berio had 
separated, and the work was not directly influenced by her. However, she still 
played an essential role. Berio's vocal experiments in the fifties and sixties 
mainly dealt with only one solo voice, that is the voice of Cathy Berberian. Her 
extraordinary vocal technique immensely influenced Berio. She inspired him and 
realised his musical thoughts concerning vocal compositions. 
Collaboration with Umberto Eco 
Compared with Cathy Berberian, the Italian writer Umberto Eco® had a 
relatively short but concise interaction with Berio. While Berberian suggested 
vocal virtuosity to Berio, Eco expanded Berio's textual sources and deepened his 
insight into literature. 
8 David Osmond-Smith, Berio (Oxford and New York: Oxford University Press, 1991)，60. 
9 Umberto Eco (b 1932) Italian semiotician and novelist. Important works includes A Theory of Semiotics 
(1967) the Absent Structure (1968)，A Semiotic Landscape (1979)，and the Name of the Rose (1980). 
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Berio met Eco in Milan in the mid-fifties. In 1953，Berio began to work for 
the Italian television and radio, RAI, in Milan. This brought him into contact with a 
number of talented young writers, including Umberto Eco. He developed a close 
friendship with Berio as they had a similar interest in poetry, especially in the topic 
of onomatopoeia. This is the formation of words in imitation of the sounds 
associated with the thing concerned, like "cuckoo” and "ding-dong.，’ In addition to 
onomatopoeia, they exchanged their overall knowledge of literature. Berio 
introduced Eco to Ferdinand de Saussure's^° linguistics, and Eco introduced him 
to the complexities of James Joyce's Ulysses” 
One of the consequences of their colloquy was a radio program that they 
organized, entitled Onomatopea nel linguaggio poetico (Onomatopoeia in Poetic 
Language). The program covered extracts from poems by writers like Poe, Dylan 
Thomas and Auden. These were read by Cathy Berberian. Then they 
concentrated their project on an intensive study of one specific passage from 
Ulysses. This led to another outcome of their collaboration, the composition of 
Omaggio a Joyce.^^ 
In an interview, Berio mentions that "without Eco, Thema would not 
exist.”i3 It reflects the crucial position of Eco in Berio's compositional life. 
10 Ferdinand de Saussure (1857-1913), Swiss linguist who is famous for the study of structure in language. 
“Osmond-Smith, Berio, 61. 
12 Ibid. 
B Berio, Two Interviews, 142. 
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Together they made an in-depth study of the eleventh chapter of Ulysses, the 
"Sirens,"which is a triumph of onomatopoeia. In each chapter of Ulysses, James 
Joyce uses different techniques associated with the arts, and the “Sirens” chapter 
is devoted to music. His musical reference is fuga per csnoriGm, but this was 
realized in a sense of generalized metaphor. There are a subject, a counter-
subject, a development, and stretti in the poem. It also employs different 
performance directions like trills, giissandi, staccato, appoggiatura and martellato. 
Table 1-2 illustrates the performance directions in Sirens, together with examples, 
which Berio mentions in his article，Music and Poetry: An Experience (1959):''^ 
Table 1-2 The performance directions and their examples in Sirens 
Texts Performance Directions 
Line 1 Imperthnthn thnthntn Trill 
Line 2 chips, pickings chips Staccato 
Line 28 Warbling. Ah, lure! Appoggiatura 
Line 32 Deaf bold Pat brought pad knife took up Martellato 
Line 22 A sail! A veil awave upon the waves Glissando 
Eco and Berio concentrated only on the beginning of the chapter, the 
exposition of the fugue, up to the "cadenza" where everything becomes saturated 
by "s” in the word "hisssss’” which functions as a kind of cadence of noise. They 
then compared the sound of the English text with the French and Italian 
translations. The research was gradually replaced by music. 
14 Luciano Berio, "Poesie et musique - une experience," French translations by Vincent Barras in 
Contrechamps (Lausanne, 1983), originally in Incontri musicali: Quademi intemazionali di musica 
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The aim of Omaggio a Joyce, referring again to Berio, "...was to create a 
genuine composition by making use of the material of words, so that we don't 
know any more whether what we hear is poetry or music."^® It is clear that Berio 
was determined to bridge the distance between poetry and music. Berio further 
talked about the significance of Omaggio a Joyce in the same interview: 
Thema was of basic significance in my work because through it I 
experienced the text not as a closed, unchangeable object but as one 
whose meaning and sound both allow the proliferation of new function.^ ® 
The experiments in Omaggio a Joyce broadened Berio's concepts of both 
the acoustic and semantic possibilities of text. Texts are not invariable objects. 
Berio makes use of the acoustic and semantic nature within each text for 
elaboration and further development in his compositions. They are open-ended 
in nature and allow composers to investigate their peculiarities in order to 
proliferate new functions. In later compositions like Circles, Berio continues to 
explore different types of literature and to fill them with various combinations of 
sounds and orchestrations. Their basic ideas are In many ways related to that in 
Omaggio a Joyce. 
Technical Problems in Integrating Voices with Orchestra 
In Sinfonia, the thirty-three-year-old composer reveals his mature skill at 
blending amplified voices with orchestra. The integration of voices and orchestra 
contemporama 3 (Milan, 1959), this also appeared in Darmstddtz Bertrdge zur Neuen Musik (Mainz, B. 
Schott's Sohne, 1959), 27. 
"Berio, Two Interviews, 143. 
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in practice has proved difficult to achieve in the concert hall. Berio attempted this 
several times in his youth, but the results were not successful. He had 
presumably tried to combine chorus and orchestra in Nones (1954), which was 
first conceived as an oratorio setting of W.H. Auden's poem with the same name. 
Nevertheless, it was finally converted into a purely orchestral piece.i? 
•18 
The same problem existed when Berio worked with Edoardo Sanguineti 
on the theatre piece Passaggio (1962). Berio placed a singing chorus in the pit 
with the orchestra and distributed a speaking chorus around the auditorium. But 
again the effect was not satisfactory, as the complex harmony of the work could 
not cope with the conventional projection of a chorus. Three years later, Berio 
and Sanguineti collaborated again for another stage work, Laborintus II (1965), 
written for three female voices, eight actors, a speaker and a smaller force of 
instruments. He likewise separated speakers and singers, but specified that the 
singers should be accustomed to microphone-singing, and they should not 
employ vibrato and operatic voices to sing in order to achieve a satisfactory 
effect. It was this solution that he adapted to Sinfonia. Berio used the Swingle 
Singers^® in the premiere, and their experience of performing amplified ensemble 
works benefited the synthesis effect that Berio pursued between orchestral sound 
20 
and the vocal characteristics of his solo vocal works. 
Berio, Two Interviews, 144. 
17 Osmond-Smith, Playing on Words, A. 
Edoardo Sanguineti (b. 1930), Italian poet and scholar. 
19 Swingle Singers, a group ofvirtuosic vocalists established in 1962 whose repertoire has covered varieties 
of style ranging from early music to jazz. The group is highly acclaimed for their distinctive vocal technique 
of imitating instrumental sonority and interpreting instrumental music with purely vocal singing. 
20 Osmond-Smith, Playing on Words, 4. 
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Chapters 2 to 6 of the thesis will focus on analyses of all five movements 
of Sinfonia, with detailed studies of the musical and textual materials that Berio 
incorporated in the music. The analyses will be supplemented with tables, to be 
included in the text, and musical examples, which will be placed at the end of 
each chapter. A conclusions will be found in chapter 7. 
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Chapter 2 The First Movement: the Mythologiques 
The sole textual source on which Berio based the first movement of 
Sinfonia is Le cm et le cuit {the Raw and the Cooked), a book abou t my tho logy 
written by the French anthropologist Claude Levi-Strauss (b.1908) who is famous 
for the study of structural anthropology. This chapter aims to examine the myths 
that Berio employed, explore and discuss their characteristic antitheses, analyse 
Berio's musical elements, and study how the myths are integrated into the music. 
Textual Sources: the Raw and the Cooked 
Levi-Strauss wrote several books on mythology, attempting to reduce 
some of the basic myths of the South American Indians to a comprehensible 
psychological pattern. The Raw and the Cooked, written in 1964’ is the first 
volume in the series. This book talks about how the primitive mind reacted to the 
mystery of the world by inventing myths of origin to explain, for example, how 
man discovered fire and first used it for cooking, how the edible and inedible 
animals came into being, how the stars came to be placed as they are in the sky, 
and how the human and animal kingdoms are interconnected. Levi-Strauss 
analyses some two hundred myths and shows their basic structure and 
interrelation. This is a book of analysis in the field of mythology.'' 
1 Claude Levi-Strauss, the Raw and the Cooked (London: Jonathan Cape Ltd, 1970), translated by John and 
Doreen Weightman from Le cm et le cuit (Paris: Plon, 1964), i. 
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Mythology and music 
In order to present this complex framework, Levi-Strauss makes use of 
musical forms and structures to imply the structures of the myths. The musical 
forms and structures he referred to include “aria and recitative," “sonata’，，“theme 
and variations," "symphony； "fugue and cantata," "three-part inventions," “double 
inverted canon," "toccata and fugue," and “chromatic piece." 
In fact, Levi-Strauss thought that mythology and music were interrelated 
and had very closely related origins. In Book IV of Mythologiques，L, Homme nu， 
he stated that "music and myth have played complementary roles in the history of 
humanity and that, as the functions of myth fade away in post-Renaissance 
Europe, so their role is taken over by music. 
Myths employed in the first movement 
Myths that Berio used include, in order of their appearance, myths no. 124 
(from the Sherente,^ entitled "the story of Asare"), no.9 and no. 127 (the former 
from the Apinaye, entitled "the origin of fire” and the latter from the Bororo,® 
entitled "the origin of gentle rain”)，no.2 and no. 125 (the former, entitled “the origin 
of water, adornments, and funeral rites" is another myth from the Bororo，while 
the latter is from the Kayapo,® entitled “the origin of rain and storms”). Levi-
2 David Osmond-Smith, "From Myth to Music: hQwi-Stmuss'sMythologiques and Berio's Sinfonia:, 
Musical Quarterly 67 (1981), 236. 
3 Sherente, a group of the Kayapo tribe in northern Brazil. 
4 Apinaye, also a group of the Kayapo tribe which lives to the north of the Sherente. 
5 Bororo, a tribe of central Brazil, whose territory used to extend from the upper reaches of the Paraguay 
River to beyond the valley of the Araguaya. 
6 Kayapo, a tribe of northern Brazil. 
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Strauss categorises the myths and gives numbers to each of them. Berio uses 
myth no. 124 in the opening of the movement. This myth comes from the section 
"Three-Part Inventions," which is the opening section of the fourth part of the 
book, entitled "Well-Tempered Astronomy.” These myths provide Berio “with a 
fundamental opposition between water and fire，，" as the myths in "Three-Part 
Inventions" mainly deal with the origin of water, and “fire” is the main subject of 
the latter myths of this section.® 
Myth no. 124 
Myth no. 124 talks about an Indian hero, Asare. and the formation of the 
sea. Asare is the youngest brother of a family. One day, however, his brothers 
rape their own mother. Asare reveals what they have done, and his brothers are 
severely punished by their father. They take revenge by setting fire to the hut 
where their parents live. The parents change into falcons of a kind that like to fly 
in smoke, and thus escape. Then the sons go far away, and on the way Asare 
suffers from thirst. One of his brothers digs a well for him. The water spreads 
more and more, finally forming the sea. The story then goes on with Asare's 
adventure, in which he is chased by three alligators in turn. On the journey, he 
seeks help from three animals to get rid of the alligators. Finally he meets his 
uncle, the skunk. With the skunk's assistance, the last alligator is killed and 
Asare stays with his uncle, 
7 Osmond-Smith, "From Myth to Music," 240. 
8 Ibid. 
9 Levi-Strauss, the Raw and the Cooked, 199-200. 
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Berio uses only the beginning and ending of the myth. Referring to the 
music, section A starts with the French version of this first sentence, "once there 
was an Indian who had a wife and many sons, all of them adult except the 
youngest, Asare. While the father was hunting one day, the brothers."，"。Here, 
the speaker is interrupted by the orchestra just as he is about to recount the 
misfortune of the mother. After the orchestral interlude subsides in measure 26， 
Berio continues with the last paragraph of the story, "when the sea was formed, 
Asare's brothers had at once tried to bathe. Even today, toward the close of the 
rainy season, one hears in the west the sound of their splashing in the water. 
Then they appear in the heavens, new and clean, as Sururu. the Seven Stars.”” 
Levi-Strauss's comment follows, "there is a great deal to be said about this 
myth.”i2 This comment brings the speaker's part to a halt, and another orchestral 
interlude follows. ^ ^ 
Relationships among myths no. 9, no. 124 and no. 127 
The next myths that Berio uses are no. 9 and no. 127. Myth no.9 comes 
from the Apinaye tribe, concerning the origin of fire, while no. 127 comes from the 
Bororo, concerning the origin of gentle rain. Employment of these two myths 
provides more oppositions in the content. The following discussion will 
10 Levi-Strauss, the Raw and the Cooked, 199. 
n Levi-Strauss, the Raw and the Cooked, 200. 
12 Ibid. 




concentrate on the oppositions that myths no.9，no. 127 and no. 124 (see above) 
create as well as their subtle relationships. 
The most obvious opposition which myth no.9 creates is perhaps the basic 
theme it concerns: fire. It contrasts with water-based myths no. 124 and no. 127; 
all are basic substances of our world. The opposite condition especially stands 
out in the case of myth no. 124 versus no.9, where the origins of the two 
substances, water and fire，are discussed. Their stories also remind us of a 
difference in senses. Myth no. 124 mentions the aspect of sight, while no.9 
mentions the aspect of hearing. Both myths no. 124 and no. 127 concern water, 
but they deal with different types of water. In the eyes of the South-American 
native, water is divided into several types. There is water coming from the 
heaven and water from the earth. Myth no. 124 talks about the origin of terrestrial 
water, while no. 127 talks about the origin of celestial water. 
Despite the contrasts between myth no. 124 and no.9, subtle relationships 
hide in the two myths, and Berio uses these to smooth the transition from the first 
section, dominated by no. 124, to the later section, in which no.9 and no. 127 
dominate. The stories of myth no. 124 and no.9 are linked to one another by the 
presence of three types of edible objects. In myth no. 124, “three beneficent 
animals”i4 (woodpecker, partridge, and monkey) each use three types of edible 
objects (bark, straw, and jatoba fruits) to save the hero from a crocodile. Myth 
Osmond-Smith, "From Myth to Music," 242. 
I 
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no.9 contains another series of three inedible objects: rock, hard wood and rotten 
wood, that cry to the hero on his journey.^^ 
Myth no. 2 and no. 125 
Myth no.9 and no. 127 function as transitions from no. 124 to a different 
ending, myths no.2 plus no. 125. Berio uses no.2 and no. 125 to end the vocal 
section of the first movement. After a brief episode of water versus fire in the 
previous section, the final section returns to the main theme of water. But the two 
myths again contain a number of differences in terms of their origins and types of 
rain. Myth no.2 comes from the Bororo, while no. 125 comes from the Kayapo. 
No.2 concerns the origin of terrestrial water, while the Kayapo myth recounts the 
origin of rain and storms, which belong to stories of celestial water. The end of 
no. 125 turns a bit to a discussion of the origin of fire. It relates to myth no.9 with 
the fire theme, but it suggests another contradiction. No.9 concerns cooking fire, 
which is a kind of “beneficent "feu terrestre" (terrestrial fire),"''® while no. 125 talks 
about "destructive “feu celeste" (celestial fire) - the thunderbolt [or actually the 
lightning] which kills a large number of people.”口 Berio likewise is concerned 
with the contrasts of sound generated in the myths themselves. Myth no.2 talks 
about “musique rituelle" (ritual music); no. 125 talks about "crispaveils a ceux du 
15 Levi-Strauss, the Raw and the Cooked, 68-69 and 199-200; also Osmond-Smith, "From Myth to Music," 
242. ‘ 




gibier" (cries like those uttered by wild animals), and myth no. 127 about cries of 
the “xinadatau” bird.i8 
All the myths employed provide further oppositions to the opening myth of 
the movement, myth no. 124. Table 2-1 summarises thees oppositions. 
Table 2-1 A summary of the oppositions created in the myths 
BACC' TH j^H/flir. 
i 口 , r 7 M 将 ^ I 
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Three inedible objects in myth no.9 ("rock, hardwood and rotten wood" ) are 
countered by three types of food ("human flesh, animal flesh and cultivated 
plants”2。). This triad or third series then "corresponds to three different types of 
water"2i (no. 125: "rainstorms which occur during the rainy season - daily 
water"及；“rivers and lakes 一 permanent water"^^; and in no. 127: "gentle rain which 
occurs during the dry season 一 intermittent water."^^) These myths are bounded 
by their main theme of water, the opposition to fire and the triad relations 
mentioned above.^^ The overall structure of the myths is summarized in Table 2-
2. 
Table 2-2 Overall structure of the myths employed in the first movement 
Overall structure: iMvth n o . 1 2 4 [ M v t h no.127 [Myth no.2 
(Sherente. "The «J,(Bororo. "The • •^ (Bororo . "The 
story of Asare") , origin of origin of water, 
gentle rain") adornments, and 
+ funeral rites") 
Mvth no.9 + 
(Apinaye. "The Mvth no.125 
origin of fire") (Kayapo. "The 
origin of rain 
and storms") 
Functions: <Opening> 〈Transition〉 〈Ending of vocal 
section > 
Levi-Strauss, the Raw and the Cooked, 153. 
Ibid. 
21 Osmond-Smith, "From Myth to Music,"243. 
Levi-Strauss, the Raw and the Cooked, 215. 
“Ibid. 
24 Ibid. 
Osmond-Smith, "From Myth to Music "242-243. 
i 
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Types of textual sources applied in the music 
Three types of textual sources are presented in the first movement of 
Sinfonia. They include complete sentences, isolated words and phonetic 
material. The first type, complete sentences, appears only in the beginning of the 
movement, that is, the intact use of the opening and ending parts of myth no. 124. 
A speaker is employed to tell the story. There are a number of isolated words 
derived directly from these complete sentences. Two of these words acquire a 
more independent existence. They are "pluie" (rain) and "eau" (water). These 
two words are associated with three other isolated words, "sang" (blood), "feu" 
(fire) and "vie” (life). The phonetic materials that Berio employs are derived from 
these isolated words. The vowel [o] comes from "eau,” [0] from "feu," [i] from 
both "pluie" and "vie," and [a] from "sang.” These phonetic materials create a 
vivid background for the listener.^® Table 2-3 illustrates the use of text which 
» 
Berio employs in the opening of the first movement. 
26 Osmond-Smith, "From Myth to Music," 245. 
i 
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Table 2-3 Complete sentences and isolated words which Berio employs in the 
opening of the first movement 
French text English translation Isolated 
words 
[measure 7] 
Myth 124 II y avail une fois un indien Once there was an Indian feu (fire) 
marie et pere de plusiers who had a wife and many eau (water) 
fils adultes, a rexception sons, all of them are adult sang (blood) , 
du dernier ne qui s^appelait except the younest, Asare. | 
Asare. Un jour que cet While the father was | 
indien etait a la chasse, hunting one day, the | 
les freres... brothers... 





[measure 27 (A, measure 2)] 丨 
Quand I'ocean s'etait forme. When the sea was formed, pluie (rain) ！ 
les freres d'Asare avail tout Asare's brothers had at | 
de suite voulu s'y baigner once tried to bathe ? 
[measure 31 (B, measure 2)] \ 
Et encore aujourd.hui vers le Even today, toward the close feu 
fin de la saison des piuies of the rainy season, one pluie (rain) 
on les voit apparaltre dans hears in the west the sound voulu 
le del, tout propres et of their splashing in the water. 
Renoves sous I'apparence Then they appear in the 
des sept etoiles des heavens as Sururu, the 
Pleiades Seven Stars (the Pleiades). 
Ce mythe nous retiendra There is a great deal to be 
longtemps said about this myth. 
[Adapted from Osmond-Smith, “From Myth to Music," 238.] 
i 
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An analysis of the musical materials 
More than one-third of the first movement of Sinfonia is mainly based upon 
two essential chords. These two chords provide a static background to the 
detailed exploration of both vocal and instrumental texture. The first, labelled as 
"chord 1，” starts the vocal part at the beginning of this movement. The pitch 
materials include E and C# in sopranos I and 11, B-flat and F# in altos I and II, E-




The second chord which dominates this movement, labelled as “chord 2,” j 
> 
appears on the second beat of measure 2. (Example 2-1 b) This chord, | 
constructed in thirds, consists of 4 pitches: B’ G, E-flat and C. These four pitches j 
.1 
i 
are distributed to the four vocal parts (soprano, alto, tenor and bass) respectively. il 
j: 
Compared to chord 1. this chord is more closely spaced. Chord 2 is held in the 
vocal parts until the entrance of the speaker to introduce myth no. 124 in measure | 
7, where the chord is picked up by group C of the strings and serves as a 
background to the narration. 
Chord 1 then recurs in measure 15 (the beginning of A), where the full 
orchestra interrupts between the opening and ending parts of the myth. The 
chord is evenly distributed in each family of instruments: the woodwinds, brass, 
strings and electronic organ each independently play chord 1. The brass section, 
in particular, corresponds to the vocal part from measures 15 to 18. Just when 
the tone of a vocal part diminishes and dies away, the corresponding brass part 
i 
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will increase the volume and intensity. This provides a subtle change of timbre 
between the amplified voices and instruments. 
These two chords dominate the opening one-third of the movement until 
measure 53 (the beginning of E), where Berio develops the opposition between 
"appel bruyant / doux appel" (loud call I gentle call) from myth no.9. From 
measures 53 to 64 (F, measure 3)，the harmony in the vocal parts is mainly built 
on thirds. Starting in measure 56, the two melodic lines of the sopranos and 
tenors are constructed over two intervals of minor thirds. (Tenor I is between D 
and F, and soprano I is between B-flat and D-flat. These four notes represent the 
major and minor chords in the key of B-flat.) Only approximate pitches are given 
to the vocal parts from measures 65 to 97 (I, measure 3). Following a lengthy 
interruption of the vocal parts, in which the piano solo plays against the orchestra 
(starting from J), the vocalists, at measure 143 (L. measure 6)，reappear with 
chord 1. Chord 2 integrates into chord 1 at measure 150 (the penultimate 
measure), and the two chords end the movement together.:? (Example 2-2) 
Using myths in music 
In the article "From Myth to Music: Levi-Stauss's Mythologique and Berio's 
Sinfonia，” David Osmond-Smith suggests that the structure of the first movement 
follows a basic water-fire-water progression, and this structure also determines 
27 Osmond-Smith mentions that Berio used four chords in the first movement ofSinfoma. However, the 
present study focuses on the first two chords only. They represent the most prominent harmomc elements m 
L beginning of the movement, and their significance is again emphasized by their recurrences towards the 
23 
the musical substance. The first water section is based upon the two alternating 
chords (chord 1 and chord 2) in static motion, “articulated as a complex interplay 
of attacks.”28 Sung words and phonetic fragments are either "followed by the 
unpitched speech of the myth narration"^® or combined with "approximately 
pitched s p e e c h . ” 3 o Harmonies shift slowly in the fire section and are articulated 
by oscillations, rather than by repeated attacks. Harpsichord and piano project 
rapid fragments of melody over this shifting texture. The soloists either sing or 
whisper the texts. In the second water section, sustained clusters form the basic 
texture. Against it, a nervous interplay of attacks, just as in the first water 
section, provides articulation. Moreover, saxophone, strings, piano, harp and 
harpsichord play an aggressive melodic line. A spoken solo line is set against an 
approximately pitched speech line, performed together by the other seven 
31 
voices. 
Besides spoken and approximately pitched speech lines，the first 
movement of Sinfonia is also characterised by the frequent use of isolated words. 
“Eau” (water), which is closely associated with myth no. 124. appears constantly in 
the opening sections, disappears in the fire section and reappears from F to H in 
order to pre-announce the water myths that follow. Another isolated word related 
to the water myths, "pluie” (rain), appears only twice, in B and from F to G. Its 
end of the movement. For the details of all four chords, please refer to Osmond-Smith, Playing on Words, 
15-20. 





first appearance serves as an opposition to "feu." and the second appearance 
elaborates fragmented narratives such as "pluie douce de la saison seche" 
(gentle rain in the dry season) and "orageuse de la saison des pluies’，(stormy in 
the rainy season). “Feu” (fire) appears from the opening up to E, where myth 
no.9 starts. "Sang" (blood) appears frequently throughout until H, where it is 
gradually replaced by myth no. 125 plus no.2, and “vie” (life) is only suddenly 
introduced at D.^ ^ These two words suggest an underlying theme which links the 
first movement to the second movement, entitled “0 King； a homage to the 
murdered hero Martin Luther King. Also with respect to this issue, the first 
movement ends with the word "tue" (killed). 
i 
32 Osmond-Smith, "From Myth to Music," 245-246. 
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Musica丨 Examples (Chapter 2) 
Examples 2-1 a and b Chord 1 and chord 2 
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Example 2-2 Integration of chord 2 into chord 1 in measures 150-51 
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Chapter 3 The Second Movement: "O King" 
The second movement of Sinfonia is a tribute to the memory of Dr Martin 
Luther King, Jr」It is a rearrangement of a chamber work which Berio composed 
in 1967. The instrumentation of this work commissioned by the Aeolian Chamber 
Players included a flute, a clarinet, a violin, a cello, a piano, and a mezzo-soprano 
singing the solo vocal line. | 
The “0 King” in Sinfonia, arranged for full orchestra a year later, maintains 
the musical and textual materials of the chamber version. With the addition of 
extra instruments, two altos, two tenors, two basses, and one more soprano part, 
I ij 
certain differences, especially in the aspects of sonority and texture, occur. This 
chapter will compare the chamber version and the Sinfonia version of “0 King" 
with special reference to the relationship between music and text, in addition to a ^ 
Si 
textual and musica丨 analysis of the version in Sinfonia. ‘ 
Textual Sources 
Compared with the first movement, the text used in the “0 King” section is 
much simpler Basically, the whole section consists only of the name “Martin 
Luther King； the assassinated civil rights leader, as well as a contemporary 
heros tue (fallen hero) in relation to the myth that is used to end the first section. 
But the voices do not pronounce the actual name in the beginning of the work. 
i 
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Only vocal colours are heard at first. There is a slow and simple transformation 
of the phonetic material from some seemingly unrelated sounds to the discovery 
of the full name “Martin Luther King," which happens at the climax of the 
movement. 
Phonetic materials 
Referring to the previous paragraph, those "seemingly unrelated sounds” ’ 
i 
I； 
that appear in the beginning of the section are the fragmented vowels and 丨 
syllables of the name. These five phonemes include [a] for Ma, [i] for tin, [u] for 
Lu, [5] for ther and [q] for King. Berio adds an interjection ‘0’ in front of the name. 
Its function, suggested by the composer himself, was "to give greater continuity 
and completeness to the sequence of vowels.,,2 I 
Course of events 
The deployment of the fragmented vowels and syllables follows sections of | 
pitch sequence. This “0 King” section is constructed around five statements of a 
pitch series. The voices enunciate and add new fragmented syllables to the 
existing materials during the course of events. Table 3-1 illustrates the alignment 
of textual sources with the pitch sequence (see pp.36-38 for the discussion of 
pitch sequence.): 
Table 3-1 Textual sources in accordance with each statement of the pitch 
series 
1 Martin Luther King, Jr. (1929-1968), American religious leader and civil-rights activist who was 
assassinated on April 4，1968. 
i 
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1 幼 Statement mm. 1-19 Text appears as mere phonetic sounds 
2nd statement mm. 20-36 Introduces "ma" 
3rd statement mm. 37-52 Adds "lu" to "ma" 
4协 statement mm. 53-70 Contains "ma." “tin，” “lu” and "ther" 
Prior to 5协 mm. 68-70 Voices dynamically increase to fff and are 
statement reinforced by all instruments to articulate 
"king-
s ' statement mm. 71-93 Voices articulate the entire name once jj 
again. The orchestra prepares the f 
soprano's high G for "king" in bar 79，which ！ 
is then prolonged and swelled by all female ; 
] 
singers and strings. ] i 
[Adapted from George W. Flynn, "Listening to ‘ 






Linear and vertical settings of text i 
The four syllables "ma," “tin，,，"lu" and "ther" become clearly perceivable in 
the fourth statement of the pitch sequence, after the text appears as phonetic 
sounds in the first statement and the gradual introduction of ‘ma，and ‘lu, in the 
second and third statements. These four syllables form the largest part of the 
entire name "Martin Luther King,” which is the only text Berio uses in this section. 
From the fourth statement onwards, Berio sets the fragmented syllables in a more 
semantic way, in terms of verbal meaning. The first soprano part articulates the 
four syllables in a verbally logical sequence for the first disclosure of the name. 
2 Luciano Berio, Two Interviews, 109. 
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The text setting happens not only in a linear way in a single voice line, but also in 
a vertical way which involves all the eight vocal parts. 
The first soprano part enunciates the integral text “0 ma-tin lu-thef in 
measures 59-62. (see example 3-1) It is the first announcement of the name of 
the person whom Berio commemorates in this movement. While only the first 
soprano line suggests the texts, other parts provide phonetic materials, except | 
that bass II joins soprano 丨 to pronounce "ma" in measure 60. It is worth noting 丨 
that, also in measure 60’ there exists a vertical setting of different phonetic \ 
i! 
materials in other vocal parts. While soprano 丨 joins with bass II to pronounce the j 
！ 
syllable "ma." soprano II continues her line with the vowel of “tin’，and alto I with | 
“lu ” Tenor I and bass I articulate on the phonetic material [3], the vowel of “ther"; I 
I 
while phonetic material [9]. the phoneme of "king," appears in tenor II. The text of 
these two phonetic materials has not been introduced previously. Alto II provides 〜’ 
the interjection “0.” Therefore, in measure 60’ all the phonetic material used in | 
this movement, including the fragmented syllable “ma,” appear here. This kind of 
vertical text setting has not happened earlier in this movement. In measure 62 
comes the introduction of the syllable "then" by soprano I. Other parts keep silent. 
and this emphasises the solo articulation of this newly appeared syllable. 
This linear and vertical relationship of text setting (measure 64) happens 
again before the first, accented enunciation of the final syllable of text, “King’” in 
measure 68 (see example 3-2). After the first disclosure of the name, as shown 
A 
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in the previous example, the first soprano line repeats the texts in verbal 
sequence from measures 62 to 67 and leads to the introduction of “King” in 
measure 68, except that the fragmented syllable "lu" and phoneme [3] interrupt 
the text order in measure 65. While soprano I utters “ma” in measure 64，other 
parts join in with different syllables in different timings. Tenor I sings the phonetic 
material of "ther" so as to reinforce the newly introduced syllable, that in this case 
appears in bass I. Berio omits the phonetic material of "King" this time, ! 
presumably to save the sonority for its first appearance four measures later. ) 
i 
,1 
In measures 70 to 71，there is a tutti pronunciation of “0 King" by all the 1 
eight voices (see example 3-3). Berio exposes the title of this movement near the ！ 
‘； 
end of the whole section. With the text “King,，，the music comes to the fifth and | 
final statement of the pitch series. Following the exposure of the title comes the 
I 
announcement of the name in its entirety by the female voices (see example 3-4). 
The texts are set mainly in tutti, as in the announcement of “0 King” previously. j 
From measure 79 onwards, the first soprano articulates text, while other 
voices provide homophonic support and give resonance by singing just the 
phonetic material of the text. Example 3-5, which refers to one case in measures 
85-89. illustrates this. The first soprano functions to articulate all the five 
syllables of the name. "Mar-tin Lu-ther King.” Other parts provide corresponding 
phonetic materials, either to give resonances, as in the cases of "Mar" and 
i 
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"Luther" or to anticipate the syllables, as in the cases of "tin" and "King； where 
they give the phonemes prior to the first soprano's articulation. 
While example 3-5 shows a linear setting of text, example 3-6 specifically 
illustrates a vertical setting of all the six syllables which Berio incorporated in this 
movement. It occurs at the very end of the “0 King" section (measure 93). The 
eight vocal parts articulate the six syllables simultaneously. Soprano 丨 sings “ma” 
and soprano li adds "tin” to complete the first word of the name. Alto I and alto II | 
pronounce "Lu-ther" respectively. Tenor II supports alto II with the syllable of | 
"then" Bass II alone suggests "King." Tenor I and bass I both give articulation to j 
、 
the interjection “0.” Berio marks the block with a long pause. Prior to this block. ^ 
丨j 
all the female and male voices join together to project one single phoneme [a]. : 
：々  
The prolonged chord gives a new and a complex layer of sound. Berio makes j 
use of the phonetic material and fragmented syllables in linear and vertical \ 
settings respectively to achieve a subtle change of sonority. ; 
A series in phonetic material 
Berio was interested in serial technique in the 1950s. He attended Luigi 
Dallapiccola's^ courses at Tanglewood during his second visit to the US in 1951, 
when he was aged 26. Most of his output in this period focuses on serialism. For 
example, his Chamber Music (1951) uses twelve-tone serialism, and this 
composition was welcomed in America. 
3 Luigi DaUapiccola (1904-1975), Italian composer noteworthy for using 12-tone serial technique in his 
compositions, for example. Musical Notebook of Annalibera (1952). 
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In Sinfonia, a composition written in the late 60s, Berio incorporated serial 
techniques in several musical contexts. Many analyses have revealed that he 
uses a twenty-note pitch series and another rhythmic series in the "O King” 
movement.^ Phonetic materials represent most of the textual materials in the first 
three statements of the pitch series. The fragmented syllables “ma” and “lu” only 
sparingly occur. Below, I will discuss how Berio arranges the phonetic materials, 
and especially whether the phonetic materials are arranged in series. . 
An investigation into the composer's own intention could be a clue to 1 
II 
I 
finding out the answers to this. In some interviews, Berio has mentioned the j 
phonetic materials of this movement. He said that "it [O King] has no text, only | 
! 
an alternation of phonetic elements that lead to the gradual disclosure and | 
enunciation of the name."^ Moreover, in a talk with Simon Emmerson, Berio ； 
Indicated that the movement is “...a slow simple transformation of the phonetic i 
k 
material from verbally unrelated sounds to the discovery of the name."® In both 
cases, there is no mention of any series in the deployment of phonetic materials. 
David Osmond-Smith gives an analysis which suggests that Berio 
assembled the phonemes in an "anti-clockwise order" at the beginning of this 
4 See David Osmond-Smith, Playing on Words, 21-23 and 26-27; Victor Ravizza, "Fur Acht Singstimmen 
und Orchester von Luciano Berio," Melos 41 (1974), 293-94; Peter Altmann, Sinfonia von Luciano Berio: 
eine analytische Studie (Vienna: Universal Edition, 1997), 49-50; and Flynn, "Listening to Beno s Music, 
Musical Quarterly 61, 411-16. 
5 Berio, Two Interviews, 109. 
6 Simon Emmerson, "An Interview with Luciano Berio," Music and Musicians 24 (Feb 1976), 27. 
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movement. He then separates them into two anti-clockwise triangles, and follows 
this with a clockwise and an anti-clockwise triangle, and finally states the two 
clockwise triangles that form the correct vowel sequences of the text/ 
Tables 3-2a and b show an analysis of the phonetic materials in their 
verbally logical order and all the phonetic materials from the first to third 
statements of the pitch series in their appearance order. 
Table 3-2a Phonetic materials in their verbally logical order 
o a i u 3 [J 
Table 3-2b Phonetic materials from the first to third statements of the pitch 
series in their appearance order 
P> iii c-ute-vne^i 子 ftcL '>eA'\£x, 
Line1 3 a o u 
Line 2 i o 
Line 3 i 3 a u 
L i n “ i o a i 一 必 
Line 5 i o a i [u 3 
Line 6 i o a i u 3 g 
Line 7 o ma i u 3 n 
Line 8 o ma i u i u 3 o 3 0 ^yJl -^UcitVfvv^ T' , -T 
Line 9 o u ma • lu 0 
Line 10 lu g 3 3 3 < t d e ^ t 
Line 11 o a ma lu o ma |g 
[Adapted from Osmond-Smith, Playing on Words、38.] 
7 For more analyses and diagrams, see Osmond-Smith, Playing On Words, 35-37. 
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Instead of [o], the first phoneme in the original order of text, Berio initiates 
the movement with [i], the third phoneme in its original order. This phoneme 
seems to carry a special function, especially during the first statement of the pitch 
series. It helps to reinforce the beginnings of phrases in the first soprano line. 
Besides, it leads to the formation of three-unit groups which occur from the 
middle to end of the first statement of the pitch series. 
To begin, Berio uses only five phonetic materials. They are five different 
ones, like the five fundamental vowels in English: [a] [e] [i] [o] [u]. This setting 
gives a feeling of sounds from unrelated phonetic syllables. When the music 
proceeds, however, a loosely-defined order is gradually established. As 
mentioned earlier, some three-unit small groups are formed. They include (i o a), 
(i 5 u) and (i u 3). Therefore, in the first statement of the pitch series, the 
phonemes are arranged so as to go from the suggestion of some scattered ； 
sounds to the gradual development of some simple groupings in three units. 
In fact, towards the end of the first statement, Berio already returns the five 
phonetic syllables to their initial textual order. Referring to line 4 of Table 3-2b, 
following the beginning phoneme [i] come the five phonemes in textual order, 
except for the last two phonemes which have their position exchanged. Line 5 
corrects this swap, and the five syllables appear in their normal textual order, but 
still lacking the last phoneme [g]. The first full enunciation of the six phonemes 
A 
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comes in line 6’ which crosses over to the second statement of the pitch series. 
；Line 7 introduces "ma,” with other phonemes in order. A phonetic extension 
occurs in line 8; the series is extended with an internal addition of a three-unit 
group (i u 3). In line 9, “lu” is added to the gradual introduction of fragmented 




In "O King； there are no borrowed sources in the music. The phonetic 
materials and the fragmented syllables are set to a 21-note pitch sequence and a 
loosely performed rhythmic sequence. 
Pitch Sequence 
Berio applies a 21-note pitch sequence in this movement. The complete 
I) 
statement occurs four times. The fifth statement is interrupted by the soprano's j 
_ 
leap up to G toward the end of the section. The soprano's pitch sequence is both 
heterophonically and harmonically supported and resonated by all the other 
voices and selected instruments. 
This 21-unit pitch cycle is generated from seven pitches (F, A, B, C#, A-
flat，B-flat and D), each of which occur three times in different configurations 
(example 3-7), like the numerical basis of Arnold Schoenberg's Pierrot Lunaire^ 
8 Flynn, "Listening to Berio's Music，，’ 412. 
9 My thanks to Professor Harrison Ryker for suggesting this association. 
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David Osmond-Smith defines the special properties of this pitch sequence 
by analysing it according to three different conditions.1。The division of the first 
type marks the recurring intervals of F and A; the second type follows two whole-
tone areas suggested in the sequence; several three-unit groups of pitches are 
observed with the third type of analysis. All of them show the multi-faceted 
nature of the pitch sequence. 广 
r —: 
• I. 
The first type of analysis emphasises a recurring interval from F to A. The 
21-note sequence is divided into three sections (see example 3-8). The first 
section consists of four notes, the second section seven，and the third section the 
remaining ten. Each section likewise begins with the two pitches F and A. The 
seven pitches in the second section represent all the seven notes which make up .... j 
the sequence. The first and third sections begin with a "whole-tone nucleus" (F, 
A. B). i 
Whole-tone relationships Inside the pitch sequence are clearly shown in 
Osmond-Smith's second analytical division (see example 3-9). Two whole-tone 
areas are found: an “F group” and a "D group." The former group consists of the 
notes F, A, B and C#, while the latter one consists of A-flat, B-flat and D. These 
two whole-tone areas each appear twice alternatively, though there is overlapping 
between the two groups at their second appearance. Each group is linked up to 
the next by semitone intervals: the first junction is A and A-flat (notes 6 and 7), 
A 
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the second junction D and C# (notes 9 and 10)，and the last junction is also D 
and C# (notes 15 and 16). 
The third type of analysis illustrates that the first fourteen notes of the pitch 
sequence are set in several tightly-constructed three-unit groups (see example 3-
10). The three small groups recur twice in retrograde order. These groups are 
either repeated with the same pitches or in intervallic repetitions. , 
‘ 1 
The rotating pitch sequence provides a constantly shifting, but limited 
harmony vocabulary. Berio enriches the vocabulary by assigning pitches 
excluded from the cycle to the lower voices and instruments to create an 
interaction with the central pitch sequence. Chromatic complements to the seven 丨; 
melodic pitches (C. E, G, G-flat and E-flat) are used as isolated notes spreading ) 
over four octaves, so as to provide a contrasting background to the central 
melodic process” I 
Rhythmic Sequence 
“0 King” is a movement in multi-meter. Meters change very frequently. 
especially during the first three pitch sequences. Three simple time signatures 
dominate the whole movement: 4. 4 and t, while s and an irregular meter 8 occur 
on occasion. Berio does not employ these meters in any specific order. 
Nevertheless, he does use a loosely performed rhythmic sequence. Table 3-3 
10 Osmond-Smith, Playing on Words, 22-23. 
”Osmond-Smith, Berio, 33. 
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illustrates the rhythmic patterns of the whole movement, counted in quavers. 
(The double straight line indicates the beginning of a new pitch sequence.) 
Table 3-3 The rhythmic patterns of the second movement counted in quavers 
row 8 7 6 6 6 7 3 2 1 4 3 5 2 8 3 2 7 1 8 3 
2nd row 1717 6 6 4 6 3 2 1 4 3 5 2 8 4 2 7 1 6 3 
3rd row 7 6 | j 6 6 6 8 2 3 1 4 3 5 2 8 4 2 7 1 6 3 
4th row 7 6 6丨丨6 6 8 3 2 1 4 3 珠 6 4 2 5 1 12 3 
row 1 6 6 18| 3 2 1 6 2 3 1 18 73 
[Adapted from Osmond-Smith, Playing on Words, 27] 
i 
The strictly maintained 21-note pitch sequence is coupled with a loosely 
performed rhythmic sequence of 20 units. The complete sequence occurs four 
times. The fifth row is the least regular one’ and the counting has to be 
shortened to 13 units (at measure 78), as the order of the pitch series becomes \ 
\ 
more complex afterwards. 
The scattered time values are predominantly constructed from 1 quaver 
beat to 8; no regular pattern within one single sequence is observed. The ending 
of a pitch sequence is sometimes elongated: the final note of the first pitch 
sequence lasts 17 quaver beats, and the final note of the fourth pitch sequence 
lasts 18 quaver beats. This explains the irregular, long time-values employed in 
the rhythmic sequence. 
A 
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This loosely-performed rhythmic sequence, in addition to the seemingly 
unrelated phonetic sounds, further obscure the fixed construction of the 21-note 
pitch sequence. The pitches, which are repeated consistently, are articulated 
with different rhythmic patterns and shifting phonetic sounds at each occurrence. 





Comparison of c/73A77/)e厂 and orchestral versions of “ 0 King" 1 
• I 
Berio composed the chamber work “0 King" in 1967. The Sinfonia version 
j 
is a distinct work, rather than a rearrangement of instrumentation aimed to enrich ^ 
'：丨 
and reinforce original materials in the chamber version. It contains certain ！| 
conceptual alterations, though major features in the original version are J 
preserved These changes affect the length of certain sections. Table 3-4 
‘ 
compares the proportions of the two versions. % 
Table 3-4 Comparative length of each section in the chamber and orchestral 
versions 
Orchestral version Chamber version 
Introduction 8 measures 8 measures 
Section A 11 measures 11 measures 
Section B 17 measures 17 measures 
Section C 16 measures 16 measures 
Section D 17 measures 16 measures 
J 
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Section E 9 measures 8 measures 
Section F 6 measures 6 measures 
Section G 9 measures 9 measures 
The entire orchestral version of “0 King” is 2 measures longer than the chamber 
one. Berio adds one more measure to both sections D and E; others remain the 
same, in measured length. Apart from the musical aspects, the orchestral 
version of these two sections involves a vast re-deployment of text. : 
i d 
In section D of the chamber version, only the fragmented syllables "ma” 
,1 
and “lu” are introduced. There is no anticipation of any single word or name ] 
；1 
before the abrupt enunciation of an integral word “King” in fortissimo (measure 67 ] 
ji 
of the chamber score). Example 3-11 illustrates the soprano line of section D of j 
the chamber version. In the orchestral version, on the other hand, Berio arranges j 
the syllables in a textually logical order. The singers introduce all four fragmented | 
i 
syllables "ma； "tin." "lu" and "ther" in measures 60-62 (Sinfonia version). Female i 
voices again intone the surname "Luther" and lead eventually to the word "King." 
The addition of the other voices introduces the name in a vertical setting, (please 
refer to Linear and Vertical Settings of Text earlier in this chapter.) 
After uttering “King，” the solo vocal line in the chamber version continues 
on to section E without interruption. Berio adds, in the orchestral score, one extra 
measure to the opening of section E. There is a rest in the vocal parts before the 
announcement of the title of this movement, “0 King” in tutti in measures 70-71. 
J 
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This clear announcement of the title does not happen in the chamber version. 
Example 3-12 a and b shows the junction from sections D to E in the chamber 
version. 
The above two examples point out the differences in text settings in the 
two versions. Berio hides the text more in the chamber version. Phonetic 
sounds and fragmented syllables dominate the two sections, and the name is 
disclosed only in section G, the final few measures of the entire work. In the 、 
1 
orchestral version, Berio accelerates the appearance of texts in their textually 1| 
•1 
I 
logical order. ' 
I 
.1 
In section F，there is a delayed entrance of "King” in the orchestral version. \ 
‘ i i 
(Examples 3-13 a and b show the parallel places in the orchestral version and I 
chamber version respectively) A crotchet rest in between provides an interruption 
to the continuity of phrase. In the chamber version, there is no interruption, but ！ 
rather a sudden accent at the forceful pronunciation of the unvoiced consonant 
"K.” The effect is enhanced and reinforced by the short silence and the 
pianissimo articulation of the high note G in the orchestral version. 
J 
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Musical Examples (Chapter 3) 
Example 3-1 Measures 58-62 from the second movement of Sinfonia 
A 补 ' 卜 f I J ^ ^ ^ 少! 
s ” ^ t T ‘ " ^ 、 ——iL^o ：丨 
i j ^ ^ ^ r ^ ^ I 
“ I 
(i ” ^ r ^ ^ • ^^  - - 丨 
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0 .�; 
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Example 3-2 First disclosure of King's name in fragmented syllables 
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Example 3-4 Announcement of King's name in its entirety by the female 
voices (measures 71-79) 
® H 二 1 / S r _ _ 一 
{、,口 I f - I J 」 ‘ ^ : 八 ] 丨 卜 「 j Y ^ f e 
/ 0 � t?” M ^ …仏 
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Example 3-5 Measures 85-89: Soprano I articulates text, other voices sing 
the phonetic materials of the text 
W • 卜 J j f & f：^ . f艾 
- r r ) - r f - | J f、| “ ， ^ ^ 
A b f p ^ 〜、三 广二 ‘•「“ 二 
5 7 Kay _ - • J 一 
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Example 3-6 Vertical setting of all the six fragmented syllables at the end 
of the second movement of Sinfonia 
醒 I T ^ 
- f / f +丨 I |s II 
二 / ^ U ^ 
- — ^ ^ P I I 
/ 、丫十—— [ r j "tin 
tp ^ ~ ^ • 
I . r�：三 
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Example 3-7 21-note pitch sequence: made up of seven pitches, each of 
which occur three times 
4 J U I J - J j •丨 J IV- I J - J — u i _ I 
( i jo . I J J ‘ • J'l J I J ) I 
_p 广 一 叫 ， I 卜卜I I I N ~ r 
A I 々 l i J； j M . f ^ f M . 卜 少 
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Example 3-8 First type of analysis of the pitch sequence: begins with ‘F, 
and ‘A, (adapted from Osmond-Smith, "Playing on Words’” 
ex.5) 
ff .. 13 14 . “ 丨 7 ！J 之。1。 I, 
Example 3-9 Second type of analysis of the pitch series: in whole-tone 
relationships (adapted from Osmond-Smith, "Playing on 
Words,” ex.6) 
. 2 ^ s ； T ^ ^ _ _ ； 
p (o U 13 丨知 ，女 , 7 丨！丨 1 
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Example 3-10 Third type of analysis of the pitch series: in tightly 
constructed three-unit groups (adapted from Osmond-Smith, 
"Playing on Words," ex.7) 
' ' PeTnT 叶 （ y 州 — 
( 1 〈 ： 、 。 斗 》 厂 
、 y 。 ’ 、 、 一 ， 丨 、 、 〜 一 i：^  二 
0 \L il (9 xt 
( i 。 如 Jio 。’ 卜。h> t^ o = 
Example 3-11 Soprano line of section D of the chamber work, "O King" 
n 固 I I h I M … ， 卜 r 1 丨 。 I 
( 1 1 J. h j h ^ Y ' 三 € 
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� — — i (3) Ktj ( � ) 
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Example 3-12a Junction from sections D to E of the chamber work, “0 King" 
m 
- j - j m ^ . •• I 、 I I f、厂：]I 
k I ] ^ (。> … 
Example 3-12b Junction from sections D to E in the second movement of 
Sinfonia 
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Example 3-13a Junction from sections E to F of the chamber work, “0 King” 
= = ITI = 
j-rr 
[m -
Example 3-13b Junction from sections E to F in the second movement of 
Sinfonia 
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Chapter 4 The Third Movement: the Scherzo 
If I were to describe the presence of Mahler's "Scherzo" in Sinfonia, the 
image that comes most spontaneously to mind Is that of a river, going 
through a constantly changing landscape, sometimes going underground 
and emerging in another, altogether different, place, sometimes very 
evident in its journey, sometimes disappearing completely, present either 
as a fully recognisable form or as small details lost in the surrounding host 
of musical presences.^ 
In the quotation above, Berio describes the constantly changing status of 
the Scherzo movement of Mahler's Symphony No.2, "Resurrection； in the central 
movement of his Sinfonia. Berio uses the whole Mahler Scherzo as a kind of 
musical container in this third movement. Within this huge structure, numerous 
fragmentary musical quotations join in, ranging from Monteverdi to Stockhausen. 
These musical phrases, in addition to the main passages from Samuel Beckett's 
the Unnameable and other textual sources, represent Berio's commentary on the 
Mahler Scherzo. 
Commentary technique 
...for a composer, the best way to analyse and comment on a piece is to 
do something, using materials from that piece... My Chemins are the 
best analyses of my Sequenzas，just as the third part of my Sinfonia is 
the most developed commentary that I could have possibly produced on 
a piece by Mahler.^  
Berio's various analyses and comments on pieces of music are sometimes 
presented in words, but more often in music itself. His composition series 
1 Luciano Berio, record sleeve notes for Sinfonia, sound recording (Swingle Singers, New York 
Philharmonic Orchestra, conducted by Leonard Bernstein), Columbia records MS 7268, ca.l969. 
2 B e r i o，T w o Interviews, 1 0 7 . 
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Chemins is indeed a succession of musical commentaries on his other cycle of 
compositions the Sequenzas, solo virtuosic works written for various types of 
instruments including solo harp {Sequenza II), solo viola {Sequenza VI) and solo 
oboe (Sequenza VII). These pre-existent structures serve as a basis for Berio to 
add further layers onto them. The musical thoughts from these three Sequenzas 
became Chemins I (1964)，Chemins II (1967) and Chemins IV (1975) 
respectively. 
Apart from providing commentaries on his own non-tonal works, Berio also 
explores the relationship between tonal compositions in the common practice 
period and his own non-tonal works. He conducted two experiments in 1965. 
Wasserklavier is a small piano piece in which he explores skeletal harmonic 
gestures from the tradition of Brahms and Schubert. In Laborintus II he adds a 
“Canzonetta” to the large theatre work which represents a brief homage to 
！ 
Monteverdi, with a madrigal-like texture.^ : 
The scherzo movement from Mahler's "Resurrection" Symphony was the 
first attempt by Berio to use his commentary technique in a piece with large 
structure, dense texture and huge orchestration. 
3 Osmond-Smith, Berio, 54. 
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Musical text 一 Mahler's Scherzo 
But originally, the idea of this third part of Sinfonia was linked not to 
Mahler, but to Beethoven. I was... thinking of harmonically 'exploding' the 
last three movements of Beethoven's Quartet in C# minor, Op.131, 
though without quotations../ 
Berio's original idea of the central movement of Sinfonia was quite different 
from that of the end product. It remains the same, in that he intended to select a 
piece of large structure as its basis. Nevertheless, in terms of musical style, 
genre, instrumentation and many other aspects, the two musical concepts deviate 
sharply.® Moreover, no quotations exist in his original concept. In the same 
interview, he explains his consideration of the final choice. Apart from paying a 
tribute to Leonard Bernstein, who had exerted much effort on Mahler's 
"Resurrection" Symphony, Berio mentions his worries in translating the 
Beethoven quartet into orchestral terms: "...[it] would have been a very risky 
operation..."® This sounds as if he made the choice by elimination. However, 
connections among the central idea of the scherzo, Beckett's text and Sinfonia 
should not be overlooked. 
Mahler's scherzo is an adaptation of his own Wunderhom song, “Des 
Antonius von Padua Fischpredigt, The text describes the plight of St. Anthony. 
After visiting the church and finding it empty, he goes to the river and preaches to 
the fish. All kinds of fish and other marine beings show their enthusiasm for his 
Berio, Two Interviews, 107. ” 
5 The third possible candidate for his musical text was the second movement of the "Resurrection" 
Symphony. 
6 Berio, Two Interviews, 108. 
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sermon. But they just pretend to appreciate, and “in the end are wholly 
unmoved，，:？ 
Die Predigt hat g'fallen, 
sie bleiben wie Allen! 
(The sermon has pleased, 
they remain like everybody else!) 
[Appendix II shows the poem "Des Antonius von Padua Fischpredigt” and its 
English translation.] 
Various interpretations of this Wunderhom poem exist. Some express that 
the poem suggests the “endless monotony of life."® Some describe it as showing 
“the endless sameness of the world's course."® And some refer to "the futility of 
human e n d e a v o u r , 10 In any case, these views are also associated with the 
concept of the tragedy of human life, which is inherited from Nietzsche. His 
concept of tragedy had an enormous influence on Mahler and his music. Tragedy 
"...as part of a larger cosmic principle, which is neither happy nor sad and which 
spawns an ineffable humor that can only be mocked with affection, finds a 
counterpart in Mahler's music.，’” The adaptation from the Lied to the symphony 
12 
carries “a change of mood from the jocular to the ironic and tragic." In Sinfonia, 
Berio further transformed the mood from "ironic and tragic" to an even more 
7 Michael Hicks, "Text, Music and Meaning in BQUO's Sinfonia, Third Movement," Perspectives of New 
Music 20(1981-82), 208. 
8 Hicks, "Text, Music and Meaning" 222. 
9 Hicks, "Text, Music and Meaning," 222. 
10 Hicks, "Text, Music and Meaning," 222. 
“Glenn Watkins Soundings: Music in the Twentieth Century (New York: Schirmer Books, 1988), 10. 
12 Ibid. ， 
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complex level, enriched by the semantic meanings from the textual and musical 
quotations he added to the Scherzo. 
Musical quotations 
Inside the huge musical container, Berio floats quotations from music that 
relate in different ways to the Mahler Scherzo and Beckett's the Unnameable. 
The selected fragments of quotations come from different musical style periods, 
and are spoken, or sung, or played. As Berio mentions, they include music of 
more than eighteen composers, namely Bach, Schonberg, Debussy, Ravel, 
Richard Strauss, Berlioz, Brahms, Stockhausen, Globokar, Pousseur, Ives, Berio 
himself and others. 
The most prominent include Ravel's La Valse and Daphnis et Chloe, 
Debussy's La Mer, the waltzes from Richard Strauss's Der Rosenkavalier，and 
r 
Stravinsky's the Rite of Spring. Fragments from La Me厂 exist at the beginning of * 
the movement. Ravel's Daphnis et Chloe is introduced both in the orchestra and 
the tenor narration starting at measure 89 (D, measure 22). The strings and 
timpani, starting at measure 171 (H, measure 15), play fragments of "Dance of 
the Earth" from Stravinsky's the Rite of Spring. This fragment is followed by a 
passage of textual response, in which tenor I recites "the earth would have to 
quake, it isn't earth, one doesn't know what it is" in measures 188 to 191 (I, 
measures 5 to 8). Rosenkavalier and La Valse interact with one another to build 
up a waltz-like passage from measure 297 onwards (beginning of O). 
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Berio expresses that his intention in inserting the quotations was not “to 
destroy Mahler," “to play out a private complex about 'post-Romantic music”，or 
丨‘to spin some enormous musical anecdote."''^ As a composer fond of engaging in 
different listening experiences, Berio embroiders the pre-existing fragments in a 
new context, and this gives a totally new experience in perception. 
.丨 
Text - Beckett's The Unnameable and others 
As a structural point of reference, Mahler is to the totality of the music of 
this section what Beckett is to the text.i* 
While Mahler's Scherzo, supported by musical quotations of all kinds, 
serves a central position in the music, Samuel Beckett's the Unnameable carries 




sung text in this movement, more than two-thirds were taken from the novel. The 
” 
remaining one-third come from different sources including literature, spoken : 
M 
sentences, slogans and even indications in scores. Berio incorporates some 
quotations from James Joyce's Ulysses and one from Paul Valery. Besides there 
are spoken phrases of Harvard undergraduates and dialogues between Berio, his 
friends, and his family. Student slogans written on the walls of the Sorbonne 
during the May 1968 riot in Paris, to which Berio was witness, and indications 
from some of the musical scores that Berio uses in this movement are quoted.''^ 
Berio, record sleeve notes for Sinfonia. 
14 Ibid. 
Hicks, "Text, Music and Meaning," 211. 
A 
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In addition, certain passages are sung in solfege, and there is also a quotation 
from Berio's own essay, "Meditation on a Twelve-tone Horse" (1968).^® 
The principal text, the Unnameable, is the last section of Beckett's Trilogy, 
written in 1959, the other two parts consisting of Molloy and Malone Dies. 
Michael Hicks gives an overview of the story thus: 
！ 
[it] deals with the purgation of the artist Mahood, following his death in the 
previous novel. He descends to an irrational underworld where he 
imagines his body trapped in a jar. All his senses are deadened, and he 
is conscious only of occasional lights and shadows, and an incessant ‘ 
play of voices.i7 
He further comments on the text, "this work has a rich potential for quotation and ； 
parody: fragmented references to characters and events of earlier books, 
•J 
allusions to scripture, Shakespeare, even Joyce." 
Hicks also suggests a parallel between Mahler's music and James Joyce's ] 
use of verbal allusion: a kind of oblique stylistic reference, different from quotation 
as "something that suggests but does not connote."''® Mahler and Beckett 
likewise explore themes of death, purgation and resurrection in their works. 
Berio extracts images from Beckett to reflect musical events within this 
movement, or to comment upon the ambiguities of concert-hall life. He ends the 
movement with a quotation of his own essay, Meditation on a Twelve-tone Horse, 
16 Osmond-Smith, Berio, 82. 
17 Hicks, "Text, Music and Meaning" 209. 
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written in the same year as Sinfonia. In it, he queries whether music might not be 
able to change life and to attempt an absurd declaration of faith. After setting 
aside Beckett for a moment, Berio expands on a quotation from the essay, “ . " i t 
can't stop the wars, can't make the old younger and lower the price of bread, 
can't erase solitude or dull the tread outside the door, we can only nod, yes, it's 
true…” 19 However, the suspicion is interrupted as Berio immediately interrupts 
his message with Beckett's “there must be something else. Otherwise it would be ； 
J 
20 I 
quite hopeless. But it is quite hopeless.” 
Programmes 一 Mahler's Scherzo and Beckett's the Unnameable 
Although Mahler, as a composer, felt reluctant to provide any formal 
programme to explain his own compositions, he did add one, by request, two 
years after he had completed the "Resurrection" Symphony. He likewise talked 
about the emotion conveyed in the music during conversations with Natalie 
Bauer-Lechner. Examining these sources helps us to discover more parallels ] 
and correlations between the music and Beckett's textual lines. The following is 
an excerpt taken from the general programme of the symphony:^^ 
Our hearts are gripped by a voice of awe-inspiring solemnity, which we 
seldom or never hear above the deafening traffic of mundane affairs. 
"What next?" it says. Have we any continuing existence? Is it ail an 
empty dream or has this life of ours, and our death, a meaning? If we are 
to go on living, we must answer this question.^ 
Hicks, "Text, Music and Meaning," 208. 
19 Text from the score of Sinfonia (BB, measures 5 to 13). 
20 Text from the score ofSirtfonia (DD, measures 1 to 5). 
Hicks, "Text, Music and Meaning," 210. � [ r . [ 
22 Gustav Mahler, Selected Letters, original edition selected by Alma Mahler, translated by Eithne Wilkms, 
Ernst Kaiser and BUI Hopkins (London: Faber and Faber, 1979), 213. 
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In this extract, Mahler mentions a quest for the meaning of life. His 
23 
question of “what next?" is echoed in the opening lines of the Unnameable. 
Following the death in the previous section, Malone Dies、the Unnameable 
awakes into his new "existence" with a couple of direct questions typically raised 
by a person who has resumed consciousness 一 "Where now? Who now? When 
now?." In the closing line, Mahler is reassured of the significance of finding out ； 
•！ 
the answer which is essential for people “to go on living." This finds a parallel in 
I' 
Beckett's text on "keep going.” In the after-life, Beckett's character loses all of his ！ 
！ 
senses, and the only way for him to verify his "existence" remains talking non-
stop. The Unnameable seems to give a response to Mahler's queries, though in ! 
J 
an indirect way. It provides a positive answer to Mahler's query of continuing ； 
existence. It also gives an answer concerning the question of the meaning of life. 丨 
I ' 
I, 
For Beckett's character, the meaning of life is to keep talking, as this is the ；j 
fundamental criterion for proving one's existence. 
<4 
The states of helplessness and meaninglessness expressed through the 
plight of Beckett's character recall Mahler's own comments on his Scherzo> 
If at a distance, you watch a dance through a window, without being able 
to hear the music, then the turning and twisting movement of the couples 
seems senseless, because you are not catching the rhythm that is the 
key to it all. You must imagine that to one who has lost his identity and 
his happiness, the world looks like this 一 distorted and crazy, as if 
23 Hicks, "Text, Music and Meaning," 210-11. 
“ j 
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reflected in a concave mirror. The Scherzo ends with the appalling shriek 
of this tortured soul.^ ^ 
Mahler ends this movement with the final bars of no.9 of Schumann's 
Dichterliebe, entitled “Das ist ein Floten und Geigen." These final measures 
concern a scene at a wedding ball, which the bride's abandoned lover is 
observing. Berio elaborates this scene by introducing quotations from the second 
movement of Berlioz's Symphonie Fantastique严 Le Ba/, “whose programme ； 
I f 
describes a parallel situation, and from Ravel's La Valse, whose Viennese 
I、 
26 t 
lyricism grows increasingly hysterical as the work progresses•” 
t 
Correlations between music and text: an analysis \ 
I I 
Having examined the parallels in the programmes of the "Resurrection" ( 
I 
i 
Symphony and certain concepts in the Unnameable, I would now like to explore 
their correlations in more detail. In the forty-six measures that open the third j 
1 
movement, Berio already incorporates four different fragments of musical j 
quotations, in addition to the Mahler container. They are set against fragments of 
textual quotations, which originate in a variety of sources. 
In the opening of the movement, Berio mostly employs instructions from 
the musical scores he quotes. Berio sets these textual materials which 
correspond to related musical quotations. He announces this central movement 
24 Natalie Bauer-Lechner, Recollections of Gustav Mahler, translated by Dika Newlin, edited and annotated 
by Peter Franklin (London: Faber Music Ltd., 1980), 43-44. 




with No.4 from Schonberg's Funf Orchesterstucke, Op. 16. The brass 
instruments play a fragment of a chromatic figure in contrary motion, this appears 
in measures 2 to 3 of Schonberg's score. (Example 4-1 shows the opening of the 
Schonberg excerpt.) Immediately following this musical fragment, the eight vocal 
parts disclose the title of Schonberg's movement, "Peripetie,"^^ with sung pitches 
identical to the final chord of the Schonberg chromatic fragment (B-flat, F#, D, F-
natura丨 and D-flat). (Example 4-2 shows the brass quotation and the vocal parts, ； 
F 
measures 1-2，of Sinfonia's central movement.) ; 
丨、  I 
-I 
3 
From measures 4 to 6 there are fragments of quotations from the opening , 
of the second movement of Debussy's La Mer in violin B, the lower strings, harp \ 
T 
J 
and piano part. (Example 4-3 shows the opening of Debussy's La Men with the \ 
parts which Berio quoted in brackets.) Set against these musical materials， ： 
i 
soprano I announces the title of this movement, '7es Jeux de vagues； with a i| 
tender expression in measures 5 and 6. (Example 4-4 illustrates the j 
corresponding passage in Sinfonia.) 
Both of the above examples involve musical quotations related to textual 
materials drawn from the titles of the music. The following example refers to the 
use of corresponding performance directions from the musical quotations. From 
measures 2 to 7, flutes play the acciaccatura figure from the opening of Mahler's 
4协 Symphony, movement. Another fragment of quotation from the same 
27 peripetie, from the Greek word peripeteia (English equivalent peripeteia), describes a sudden turn of 
events in a drama. 
• J 
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music is inserted in measures 6 to 7 in violin B，following a quotation from 
Debussy. Above this phrase, bass II announces, in Sprechstimme, an incomplete 
performance indication, “recht gemach[lich].” This indication appears at measure 
4 of the Mahler score. (Examples 4-5 and 4-6 show the opening of the Mahler 
Symphony No.4 and its appearance in the Sinfonia respectively.) 
The musical container, Mahler's Scherzo movement, begins to emerge at « 
I 
measure 8，though an ostinato bass starts one measure earlier in the bassoon \ 
and timpani parts. (Example 4-7 shows the opening of the Mahler Scherzo.) In 丨 
fact, the voices start to introduce the performance directions of the Scherzo even 」 
‘ i 
• 二 earlier. At measure 4，tenor I reads "nicht eilen, bitte." At measure 8. tenor II ； 
I 
Utters part of the word "gema[chlich]" in Sprechstimme, while the entire direction ：! 
“sehr gemachlich, nicht eilen” is fully performed three measures later in tenor I. 、 
At this point, the principal melody of Mahler has already emerged in violins A and 、 
•I 
B in measure 10. Parallel with this enunciation, bass I calmly introduces the I 
•4 
tempo marking of the Scherzo, “in ruhig fliessender Bewegung." (Example 4-8 
demonstrates the related performance directions and musical material from 
measures 4 to 15.) 
The container exists constantly from this point to the end of the movement, 
though, as Berio mentions, it is “sometimes very evident in its journey" and 
“sometimes disappearing completely"^® in an audible sense. In order to add 
several more strata into the container, Berio made some alterations to the dense 
^ 
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texture and large structure. He blocked out some of the original materials to 
make room for the new fragments. Sometimes the Scherzo is only left with a 
skeleton. (Example 4-9 illustrates a section from measures 114 to 130 of the 
Mahler Scherzo which Berio discarded; the materials include the principal melody 
and the accompanying arpeggiated patterns.) 
Including the musical container, four pieces of music are quoted in the first , 
seven measures of this central movement. They include quotations from 丨 i 
Mahler's 2"」and 4协 symphonies, Schonberg and Debussy. The voices continue j 
to help in introducing these compositions. This happens first at measure 7，a 
••i 
junction where fragments of Mahler's 4出 symphony coincide with the anacrusis of ( 
the Scherzo. Together with these fragments, soprano II and alto II announce ( 
I 
I 
"quatrieme symphonie" (the fourth symphony) and "deuxieme symphonie” (the 
I 
second symphony) simultaneously. Following this, at measure 9, the voices ! 
continue with ''premiere partie" which refers to the movement of the 4也 1 
Symphony; “deuxidme partie； the movement of La Men “troisidme partie； the 
ttl 
3rd movement of the "Resurrection" Symphony; and "quatheme partie" the 4 
‘movement’ of Schonberg's Funf Orchesterstucke. After this, the female voices 
join in with the principal melody of the Scherzo by singing the applicable solfege 
in a fixed ‘doh, system. (Example 4-10) 
Berio, record sleeves notes for Sinfonia. 
A 
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Having fully disclosed the musical container, Berio now begins to introduce 
st 
the main text from the Unnameable. In measure 15, bass I enunciates the 1 
quotation by asking "where now?," the initial phrase of the novel.^® The textual 
quotations, in fact, are not extracted from all sections of the book. Berio mainly 
uses the early and late sections from the novel and combines the materials to 
form wholly new sentences. Besides, the position where the quotations occur in 
the music, by and large，relates to the place where they occur in the book, that is, « 
3 0 丨、 




Another important fragment from Beckett is introduced in measure 17 by 
tenor II, the phrase "keep going," which is drawn from the second line of the first i 
i 
paragraph of the novel.^^ Michael Hicks suggests that the phrase functions as "a J 
1 y 
refrain”32 in the movement since it recurs at a number of places in the music. 
This phrase, as mentioned in the previous section of the paper, relates to j 
Mahler's thoughts about "continuing e x i s t e n c e . 丨 
Sometimes fragments of the vocal parts co-operate to form a dialogue. At 
measure 22’ tenor II announces, with a tender expression, "nothing more restful 
than chamber music." Then tenor I reads, at measure 24, the text "than flute." 
Soprano II further specifies “than two flutes." At this point, in measure 27 of the 
Scherzo, a flute-duet passage begins. This fragment ends abruptly in measure 
29 Samuel Beckett, Three Novels (New York: Grove Press, 1965), 293. 
30 Hicks, "Text, Music and Meaning," 213. 
Beckett, Three Novels, 293. 
32 Hicks, "Text, Music and Meaning" 213. 
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28 of the Sinfonia.从(Example 4-11 shows the corresponding passage from 
measures 22 to 25.) 
Another musical quotation appears at measure 26’ where the solo violin 
inserts fragments from the fifth movement of Paul Hindemith's Kammermusik 
no.4. (Example 4-12 shows the passages which Berio quoted from the Hindemith 
score.) Tenors and basses pick up some fragments in solfege from measures 27 ， 
3 
to 30. This continues above the Scherzo until tenor 丨 and bass II’ in measures 44 j 
to 46， interrupt with the following comment in vertical setting: "(condescending) ！ 
丨. 
you are nothing but an academic exercise... (scolding) no time for chamber ； 
music." (Example 4-13 shows the end of the Hindemith quotation and the two 丨 
comments in tenor I and bass II from measures 43 to 46.) This kind of ironic ‘ 
I. 
f' I 
reference to quoted pieces characterises the central movement and becomes 
especially important in the closing section of the piece.^® The integral texts from | 
measures 1 to 46 are shown in Table 4-1. ' 
Ibid. 
34 Ibid. 
Hicks, "Text, Music and Meaning," 213-14. 
^ 
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Table 4-1 Integral texts from measures 1 to 46，third movement 
Soprano 1 & II Altos I & 11 Tenors i & 丨丨 Masses I & 丨丨 
(m.2) All together: Oh Peripetie! 
(mm.4-6)0hlesieux (m.5) no (mm.4-5) nicht eilen. bitte (「echtgemL 
de vagues 
(mm.7-8) quatri^me (mm.7-8) deuxieme 
symphonie symphonie (mm.8-9) gema... • 
(mm 9-10) deuxieme (酬.9-10) premiere (mm.9-10) quatrieme (mm. 9-10) troisieme 
partie partie partie Partie | 
(mm. 10-12) In ruhig J 
(mm. 11 -15) sehr fliessender Bewegung ； 
gemachlich night eilen (m.15) where now? 
i 
(m.17)andnow? (m. 17) keep going : 
(m.18) All together: peripetie 丨  
\； 
(mm.20-21) peripetie 
(m.21) and now? (mm.21 -24) Oh! nothing where? | 
more restful than chamber 
(m.23) who now? music 丨 
(m.24) When now? than flute 25-26)丨’ say 丨 | 
(m.25) than two flutes , 
(mm.44-46) You are (mm.44-45) no time 
nothing but an academic for chamber music 
exercise 
[Adapted from Peter Altmann, Sinfonia 
von Luciano Berio: eine analytische 
Studie (Vienna: Universal Edition, 1997), 
38-39.] 
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Musical Examples (Chapter 4) 
Example 4-1 Opening of No.4 from Schonberg's Funf Orchesterstucke, 
Op.16 
IV 
.Sehr rasch J pM^ 
Kleine Flote | ( J ；( 一 ~ I = 
r ^ _ _ - g i Z l ^ - ^ . 
3 grof^ F l S t e n A .V ‘ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ I 1 
Englisch Horn t 头 “ ‘ | ‘！ 
KlarineUelnD j j 三 | ] 
3 Wari加Uen in B ~ , . ff^til 丨 = = ： 
3 安 。 I — I B ( 
Kontrafagott 'Jj “ H ——丨卞丨丨 J""] ? , ^ 
I". ‘ 
v.vi. ( 11 I - 丨 
3 Trompeten in B j 丨 allea mitPiinipfer ^ •：：^ "^ : , jr , j | | • V ^gf 
"I. 
I.". ’‘兰 If 丄？ ： 1 
4 Posaunen ) >lle S mit Ditinpfer _ .m RRRRR^^ _ ： • 1 “ ^ U ^ 
m. rv. _ = ff T ' " ' 園 I 
Bafituba ( S^' j l “ I “ ‘ — 
Xylophon tfc “ I = 寨 丨 _ I 
Becken ^ j 一 I - — | _ 
Tamtam | i I 
u^ groBe Tropunel - 找 areoj^^ 
Sehr rasch J S , ^ ^ 
丨. ^ ‘ “ 经 
VioHnen ’ | — 
^ - Z Z — ^ ^ j o l - j — ^ ^ I ^ f^z 
Vio la 糊 三 」 ^ ) “ 二 ~ ‘ ~ ~ 
_ _ 「 厂 
Violoncello } ifachgeteilt p-— — , y • -
I , 厂 」; l 「「 
(”-V 三 = = _ , — — — 
Kontrabafi 丨 ttkchgeteiU jg- 1>广 -：f = = = 三 
A 
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Example 4-2 The brass quotation and the vocal parts from measures 1-2 
0 0 
: _ _ 苦 t f 作 ht i 
、 ^ — i 
f f 一 ‘ f f f 乍 — i 
J pfi'v^r •卜-"tt 、 
-f 丨 … ~ ^ ！ 
/ f t ' v T - f^c^tie 
/ r j 
T % 了、J : 
• ^、 ， h fi： M , -
Q - i^J J J — 
^ ^H-r-'' PJL • tU 
A 
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Example 4-3 Opening of “Jeux de vagues" from Debussy's La Mer 
IL- Jeux de vagues 
J A l l e g r o (daus uu rythioe trcs louple) (l l6： J ) - - r " 
2 ORXNDES KLUTES ffi i 4 _ 丨 _ I _ 丨厂 -—^ 
• • 一 f^P _ 
-Cdii. _. — 
1 PETITE FLUTE — - - — 一 
,-Pj ti. ,, -
2 HAUTU0I3 A H ff j " - " - •===• - : 
1 COR ANGLAIS 4 f ^ 兰、|* ^ i = i j 
'‘ 'pp- r p jfi . -- /f .1 
2 CLARI.VETTES (Q LA J . — / i J _ = J j i = j 
‘ 炒 去 ~ 1 
二 广 一 . . _ 仰. •—_ I 
a BASSOMS ^rf-^~p.：, 「 下 三 〔 - ‘ 
rrl _ 一 •尸I.. j r ' - r^ ；| 
I'-Tel 2« coita :P ；I _ I _ I _ I _ " 
chruiniih\uex FA * ~ — . 
a«<14» cuns -P ;i _ _• _ - i 
ckromutiifuea tn FA y ^ I -— ^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 
. a THOMI'tTTtS / '] - - _ 
ckromutiquen «o KA ^ * ' I ‘ 
CVMHALKS U 3 i i «__y i j j -f : 
“ 4 r ^ ‘ pfl^ 门 ‘ 、 I 
TIUANGLK -H 3 丨 
1 OLOCKE.vspiel(*^  jj ~ I r r ^ ^ I — I 三1 I* i i 三 
三 — 三 
Allegro (diuii uu rythine tr“ souple) (ll6: J) 
ff^lrpT—r- 丨 i � ） u i ； , c j � 
t 广 T i ^ \ i ' ' pi ^ ^ ^ 
vioLoxs , -=r -=z 
XLTOS ^ ~ ~ U l _ ~ 穿 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ PPi Pi 〒 p-i • 
^ - 产 
VloLO.VCtLLEd i ~ /— 一 ^ ^ = r = t = 三 — I 
v. J 二 - 1 
； p i z. . 
C0.VTREBASSE9 ！ i j “ I I ~ • “ j 
( P " \ , - 司 _ I . I. 
(會)C^V .^/fl immmmmmmmmm^mm^immmmBBammma^mmJl 
A 
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Example 4-4 Measures 5-6 from the third movement of Sinfonia 
, 闺 T T U f ! ^ . 面 
h i A) 卜 雁 j I = 
P 对 (BttvTiaw) : 
% 4 f \ � : 至 i ^ ^ ； 
t ； 
丨 丄 , ^ ^ I;- ； 
'广”:、,卜 y r ^ 二 . J t �“ 7 ； 
J 
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Example 4-5 Opening of the first movement from Mahler's Symphony no.4 
IV. SYMPHONIE 
1. Satz 
G U S T A V M A H L E R 
Bedachtig. Nicht eiien , 
Vorschlage sehr kurz � R e c h t gemachlich 
J f . 丄 h 6 •二i ；^j j，j jr^ jr^ -二; jr; •二; jT^  ^^ •二; ~ (Haupttempo) 
i.2.Fiote (^^T^ 、： p、： * * 丨:：：::、；�-::I、；�,: r、二 ：〜二 r ^ — 
/ sj® staccato dim. PP ^ 
)。a ,<77； ^ ^； ; ; 
3.4.FIote i ^ i “ 「[一‘ f ^ T = — 
/ ,f ff dim. P 
h ^ 
1.2.3. Oboe i 一 三 — ： - 三 = 
P ,! — ^ __p-. I I Docorit^ . 
1. Clarinette in A ( ^ — JV^jL!,.画 ‘ ‘‘ v 7 I -
-H^ - “ ^ ^ ^ — ？ — 
.Clarinette in A ( fi^ J 一 : i= ~ Z 
1.2.3. Fagott V' ^ j — 三 — 二 一 三 -
� . ^ Recht gemachlichj 
Bedachtig. Nicht eilen (Haupttempo) 
2. Horn in F ^ j - 三 - 二 - 二 -
* * ‘ 
h _ - — — — _ 
.4. Horn in F ( A J - — = 
• ‘ 
3. Trompete in F ^ ^ ~ =：= ~ 一 = — 
I 
Pauke •/ ' 2 ~ -— ~ = ：= ~ 
A 
Schelle [f^ j » • m -Br'..*. * m • m 經�•…—•—•一• — 二 
I f ) ；; ： 
Harfe . 
£{wfjs curiick. Kecht gemachlich 
^ , 、，. hoifej^ ^auptt^mpo) 
g Bedachtig Nicht eilen ！jrasiosor PTVY, ^ . - ― — ^ 
1.Violine ( i “ = 一 三 一 ‘二虞""|"二„二吳:二 
) ^ P ^ ^ PPV express. = 3 : � 
^ u ^ — yizz. 
2.VioUne f ^ ^ ' j - = 一 = — i I : ! 
^ , ptzz. 
Viola [y 丨 j “ — — J � - - 兰 
； ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ l、izz. • 
Violoncell ^ \ — 三 — r r^ i 一 三一 
Contrabass ||V' ^ j ~ ~ ~ — 
s 
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Example 4-11 Measures 22-25 from the third movement of Sinfonia 
I . .11 
r•^一- -卜X )龙 \、--- \ 
督 ^ ^、―」 
泌」“-
B ^^：：：：* 
喊 j 」 
Q 、、 
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Example 4-7 Opening of the Scherzo from Mahler's Symphony no.2 
3. Satz. 
ic 丨 
28 Tn rnhi^ fliessender Bewepung. c i 1  1 
Grosse Trommel. { -I _ } U L 1 T ^ | 
•2. Pauke. (f " l'| '1 | i “ 
� 2 8 *•"**� IT 
Sehf TtebacMiiA. WcM ri，. = 
一 � ‘ I 二 一 ^^m 
ui Faft I'l^ i'l, r ^ T I ~ ^ ^ '' I -
r ^ [ 丄 . • T • • 一 / .1—1 r.«.tt. _ = 
v i ^ E j i ^ ^ j I “ ’ / " Z H Z H = ^ ^ ^ ^ I ••Mf _ I 1 ir-TX=±= - ,_ 
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Example 4-11 Measures 22-25 from the third movement of Sinfonia 
/ / S B 
‘ 4 丨 ” ' f l i i f l 棚 I 
^ I I ’' ； 
� : � I 丨 
- ^ — " 
^ , 卜 I 门 ， ， ， n — 
/ ‘ I y y y J |l y -— J = } = 
. " I T ^ 二 
= I J y ： J V = 
丄 -TT 4 • 4 r ^ • 
丨 I il J ^ j I 
广 t . 
7 - … • i - ‘ I — I 
r 0 (PcT^J) 
K i a . T 丄•山‘ j i H t 1' ‘ ‘ 
C • I 
“ , I ; I 
I f / < 丨 V 
^ [ j . i , ' , - I -
T e w X V I i^ i； ) ^ 
V ； ‘ I 3 卜 ' 
f q . ‘ ； 
w I ; I 
‘ ‘ 
V M v B 终 [ I I II I 
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严 
T ^ j r t j j；^ 
^ ^ g ^ r -
； . r M I . I . I 
I I I I 丨 丨 尝 
一 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ‘ 
少、 I r ^ i 
^ • i t 
！ 
I I - t ^ B 
( p — 
r ^ ^ V I二 -
U • —-r ‘ ^ 
� • i 
rO (她々） ^ . 
T “ p) : 丨 , ) 、 � y : : f : f : � � ) 卜 , 
它 I • ^ 广 fig. ' - clWcL wCcirt — - I (I � I 
‘ I 丨 J I 丨 I 
-7- - , 七乂 • - I >， ！ ， I • : ‘ 
c^/ V^A V. . 1 1 
I I I I 
r ‘ � • ) I ； I • • ‘ ； ； 
•从 丁 厂 I JV f & � � … f ！‘' ^  ” …y I i I 
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Example 4-9 A section from meassures 114 to 130 of the Mahler Scherzo 
which Berio discarded 
V；- Z 二 ， — 赠 鄉 33 
'.。b. f ^ ^ ^ ^ J ^ J U I I I I I 
^ ^^ -- � � ^ "yr — ' . • . 
I. ^^ 厂 � - f ,々 三 国 trrrzfaci 丨 •••: 1 ； ^ 广 f 三 fi f T 三 - 三 
/ Z ^ [ \ 
• [ — 二 ^ ^ 宾 • = 
l U i n ^ , 一 ~ “ ‘ Inf. ^ — ‘ I' 
I bF . , 、 一 •丨 - • 
Horn ^ 广 --丨 / PP、-^ 
t aF . . . • _ I Z / ： N F' , " 5 1 — - I — " " “ - I ^ — “ - ~ . _ -
. r^-- ..「‘ ‘ ‘ H ’_ • 
D ”！, fc.一- ^ - - fc • A-l. - • - • - 、 一 I • •• J— • — — . — . . -
； ： 丨 m w ^ t e 
T i 
»••• i V，，p I P r ~~ ^ ^ ^ 
R ‘ 、 — — — — • _ 
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Example 4-10 Measures 7-10 from the third movement of Sinfonia, vocal 
parts 
,f^ 
： - ‘ V 巨 睡 
n。〔“） L _ _ ： _ _ “ : 『 
/ . s . I I T" I I I 
Aj) ^^^t^r^rVliL Cl广广“nZc : ！ : 
- ’ ‘ i/二fic (2 
厂 ， ^ ‘ , I I • I . I 
^ l / l , (V ； ‘ . I 厂 ffltff= 
/ I • ^ I ^ 
( ? ,、‘。 : 丨 ，:…一 
A j / L � ’ ‘ j r j 
Ti : " r ^ — ^ 、 ^ ^ 
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Example 4-11 Measures 22-25 from the third movement of Sinfonia 
S 、 
Hj ' I I 
p I ' . ' 
^ ( h ‘ , 丨• l i /“‘ k j 0 I c u t j ^ 
/ . I • 
‘ ' -
f y : ： 丄 丄 1 = = 
Y = . J I 
I 
(J ： I ^ ^ 
T / ( i ln^iVQ u i 
. t u a 
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Example 4-12 Passages which Berio quoted from Hindemith's 
Kammermusik no.4 
So s c h n e l l w ie m o g l i c h 
— — — — - - — - _ . • — - . - _ •"—‘-••• — '•^ma^tm •• • ••••t^ - • • — -
- 。 ' • f ^ J l P I ft [rt「[V 
I - " " ‘ " ^R „ • 






j o ^ — : " " " " " " " j a T * ^ ^ ^ ^ 
一 yp 
I I 





^ Gluot/iiJouc ^v^^ 
(rc^te^ To 
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Example 4-11 Measures 22-25 from the third movement of Sinfonia 
u m 
—// I I 一 
: ^ 
^ ^ ^ [ r j c 七Ctvii TyV ： 
f n 
\L i k = j = = = 
/ 
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Chapter 5 The Fourth Movement: "Rose de sang" 
Following the huge central movement, the fourth movement provides 
contrast with a much lighter, petite structure. It served as a little post丨ude during 
the premiere of Sinfonia, in the year 1968, when Berio had not yet added the fifth 
movement to it. The text is simple. Similar to the second movement “ 0 King," 
the "lyric" for the eight voices includes only one single phrase, "Rose de sang, 
doux appel bruyant" (Rose of blood, faint call I loud call). Another factor which 
makes this movement akin to the "O King" is that the texts are likewise treated as 
“not immediately perceivable.”i 
An analysis of the textual material 
The textual material in the fourth movement can be classified into three 
different types. They include: 
(i) an integral phrase in French, “Rose de sang, doux appel bruyanf ; 
(ii) nonsense sounds created by random consonants uttered at very fast 
speed; and 
(iii) phonetic sounds derived from the first half of the phrase, "Rose de 
sang.” That is [o]，[9] and [a]. 
The three types are discussed below in detail. 
1 Berio, record sleeve notes for Sinfonia. 
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"Rose de sang, doux appel bruyant" 
At first glance, this integral phrase recalls several earlier events. The 
French text recalls the Levi-Strauss anthropological analysis used in the first 
movement because of the opposition of doux I bruyant. The first half of the 
phrase, "Rose de sang； recalls the words of Mahler's soprano solo “ 0 Roschen 
rot" in the fourth movement of the "Resurrection" Symphony. The image of blood 
also recalls the gun-shot wounds that killed Martin Luther King, referring to the 
second movement. These three assumptions are well supported by the | 
composer. In the jacket notes of the premiere recording, Berio mentioned that | 
i 
“the text for the fourth section, a sort of coda, is based on a short skeleton from | 
” 2 
those used in the three preceding parts.” 
{ 
This suggests that in Berio's original musical thought, he would have liked 
the work to end with a brief summation of themes suggested in the three 
preceding movements. Nevertheless, he changed his idea after the premiere. In 
1969，he added a fifth movement to the work, and this forms the complete 
version of Sinfonia which appeared thereafter. The fourth movement, therefore, 
serves two functions’ each distinct in nature: as a "postlude” in the first version 
and as an -interlude" in the final version. 1 would like to address this dichotomy 
after the following discussion of the textual and musical sources. 
As suggested above, the first half of the phrase "Rose de sang" recalls the 
text used in the fourth movement of Mahler's "Resurrection” Symphony (‘‘O 
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Roschen rot"). This textual relation indeed leads the listener's memory in two 
directions. First, the German text represents a direction that the soprano initiated 
in the fourth movement of the "Resurrection" Symphony. Its enunciation in 
Sinfonia gives the illusion that, following the grand central movement, this path 
likewise continues Mahler's thought and quotes materials from the same music. 
The relation is made even clearer when we look into the pitch materials 
employed. Second, Levi-Strauss altered "O Roschen rot" to "Rose de sang" 
• i 
(rose of blood) in such a way that the texts recall "eau de sang” (water of blood) | 
i 







The text "Rose de sang" dominates the opening twenty-nine measures of 
the movement, about two-thirds of this small structure. The first twenty-nine 
measures also represent the first three phrases in the music. The fourth and final 
phrase of this movement begins with the latter half of the text, "doux appel 
bruyant." 
While "Rose de sang” suggests an object and a liquid, "doux appel 
bruyanf suggests two kinds of voices, a loud call and faint call. It reintroduces 
the "appel bruyant I doux appel" opposition from the first movement. The text is 
adapted from myth no.9 of Le cm et le cuit and is first applied to section E in the 
first movement. 
2 Berio, record sleeve notes for Sinfonia. 
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Random consonants and phonetic materials 
While the integral text “Rose de sang, doux appel bruyanf fills most of the 
movement, the random consonants mainly occur in two areas: as provided by 
solo voices, they appear occasionally during the process of the first three 
phrases; and, enunciated in tutti, are employed predominantly at the end of each 
phrase. They give a feeling of gossiping among a group of people and relate to 
the "nonsense" materials used in the first and third movements. There is no 
connection to the consonants of the integral text，where consonants are applied 
in a random order. 
As mentioned above, the three vowel sounds used in this movement are 
extracted from the first half of the phrase, "Rose de sang." They are [o], [9] and 
[a]. Berio deploys them in even fewer places than the random consonants: only 
in measures 23 to 24’ to begin the third phrase. The vowels are given in tutti. 
An analysis of the musical material 
The texts which open this movement recall the fourth movement of the 
"Resurrection" Symphony, although Berio has altered the original text “ 0 
Roschen rot” to “Rose de sang.” The opening pitches he applies likewise 
represent the initial two notes of the fourth movement of Mahler's symphony, that 
is D-flat and E-flat. Example 5-1 shows the opening of the fourth movement of 
the “Resurrection” Symphony. These words and music lead listeners to think that 
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Berio continues Mahler's musical thought in this movement. But this is not the 
case. This movement is not a musical commentary on Mahler. 
Apart from oscillating on the opening two notes of Mahler, Berio uses his 
own harmonic language, which is described by Osmond-Smith as "chromatic 
saturation,"^ in this movement. The entire movement is made up of four musical 
phrases, and a similar process is used internally in each of them. In the following, 
the overall structure of this movement will be examined first and then the 
i 1 
harmonic process of chromatic saturation. 
Structure 
Table 5-1 shows the structure of the fourth movement of Sinfonia: 
Table 5-1 The structure of the fourth movement 
Texts employed 
Phrase 1 mm.1 -11 Ro-se de sang (Texts separated into 
framented syllables; no 
Phrase 2 mm.12-22 Ro-se de sang one voice performs all 
three words together.) 
Phrase 3 mm.23 - 29 Rose de sang (Performed as integral 
text in every voice.) 
Phrase 4 mm.30-45 appel bruyant / doux 
The second phrase is a repetition of the first phrase. Berio opens this movement 
a cappella, with only the eight vocal soloists. The orchestra joins in for the 
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repeated second phrase, providing a background that oscillates between D-flat 
and E-flat. The vocal parts begin each phrase with the D-flat and E-flat 
oscillation. Text likewise recurs in the beginning of the phrase: the first and 
second phrases start with the first syllable of the integral text, "Ro"; the third 
phrase opens with the first phonetic material, [o]; and the final phrase begins with 
the latter half of the Integra丨 text，doux appel bruyant A passage of random 
noises is inserted after the long-held chords at the end of each of the phrases. 
Harmonic process 
A similar harmonic process is used to build up the musical phrases. They 
include the D-flat I E-flat altenation, followed by the expansion, and end with a 
long-held chord. Example 5-2 illustrates the three harmonic processes in the first 
phrase (measures 1-11). Measure 1 to the first half of measure 4 consist of the 
oscillation part, the second half of measure 4 to measure 7 the expansion, and 
the remaining four measures the long-held chord. 
Chromatic saturation 
Berio uses his harmonic language of chromatic saturation to develop each 
phrase. Example 5-3 gives a summary of the harmonic process of the whole 
movement. In general, the notes of the top five voices move upwards to reach a 
different note that forms the long-held chord. The bottom three voices move 
downwards for a similar function. For the first, second and fourth phrases, all 
twelve notes are employed in the vocal parts. In the third phrase, ten different 
3 Osmond-Smith, Playing on Words, 73. 
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pitches are provided in the vocal parts, while the remaining two (A-flat and B) 
occur in the instrumental part to round up the chromatic saturation. 
“Postlude” or "Interlude" 
In Berio's original musical concept, he would have liked a quiet ending to 
the work, and this fourth movement serves as a small scale “coda” by comparison 
with the overall grand structure. Studying its textual materials, we see that this 
small structure fulfils the function of a "postlude," as it restates and briefly 
summarises the main themes of Sinfonia: water, the image of death, and blood. 
In its original framework, Sinfonia is a work in two parallel structures. It 
can be neatly divided into two large parts, as Berio commented in his record 
sleeve notes.' The first part consists of “section” 1 and “section，，2 (Berio 
preferred to call the movements “sections”)，and the second part consists of 
"section” 3 and "section” 4. In this division, two large structures with dense and 
heavy texture are followed by two small and light structures. This recalls the 
structure of Alban Berg's Violin Concerto (1935): a form of two large parts’ each 
consisting of two linked sections sharply contrasted to one another in tempo. 
Berio changes the nature of this movement from a postlude to an interlude 
with the addition of a fifth movement. At the same time, the added movement 
affects the overall structure of Sinfonia so that it changes from a two-part form to 
a five-part arch form. According to Flynn, "although Berio calls it ‘a sort of coda' 
% 
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in jacket notes, the fourth movement makes no poetic sense to the listener 
except as a quiet interlude between the third and fifth movements."® In any case, 
the movement is rather unusual in that, though the composer makes no alteration 
of the musical or textual material, its function shifts from that of a postlude in the 
first version, to that of an interlude to the final movement, in the final version. 
4 Berio, record sleeve notes for Sinfonia. 
5 Flynn, "Listening to Berio's Music," 405. 
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Musica丨 Examples (Chapter 5) 
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Example 5-2 The three harmonic processes in the first phrase 
(measures 1-11) 
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Example 5-3 Summary of the harmonic process of the whole movement 
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Chapter 6 The Fifth Movement: a Synthesis 
The fifth movement is the most important movement. It is to the four 
previous movements as the third movement is to Mahler. Everything is 
included 一 for instance, the entire second movement is present as a 
skeletal framework. Also the text of the first movement is utilized to 
conclude the work. It's the most complex, and is the culmination of all 
that has happened before; therefore it's the most important. 
Berio composed the fifth movement in 1969 following the premiere and the 
first recording of Sinfonia. As mentioned in the above quotation, it uses the entire 
second movement and the text of the first movement. However, these musical 
and textual elements represent only a part of what Berio restates here. There are 
certainly more than these recurrences to be discovered; for example, the 
movement opens with a solo piano passage which is a continuation of that first 
heard at the end of the first movement. All of these components are synthesised 
and interact with each other to form a totally new structure and also to create a 
different experience in perception. 
An overview of the musical structure of the fifth movement 
The skeleton, the carrying structure of the fifth part, is made up of the 
four preceding movements, though they often appear in summa^ fashion 
-sometimes almost like shorthand, but at other times complete. 
The structures of the respective movements in Sinfonia are designed to 
contrast sharply with each other. Both the first and third movements are large 
structures. While the skeleton of the former is predominantly determined by the 
1 David Felder, "An Interview with Luciano Berio," Composer (US) 1 (1976-77)，14. 
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internal structure of the text, a comparison of the Brazilian myths, the latter one is 
established by a musical container, the entire Mahler scherzo. They alternate 
with two movements comparatively small in scale. The recurrence of a pitch 
series and a loosely-performed rhythmic sequence forms the basic framework of 
the second movement. The fourth movement is a small piece made up of four 
short musical phrases similar in structure. 
This fifth and final movement synthesizes the elements of all the preceding 
movements. The re-development and recurrence of previous musical elements 
mainly determine the overall structure of the movement. Upon this framework 
occasionally appear more fragmented quotations from earlier movements. 
Corresponding to Berio's words above, the reappearing components from the 
third and fourth movements can be classified as in a "shorthand" style, while 
components of the first and second movements recur in a more complete fashion 
and form the largest part of the structure. 
The entire fifth movement can be divided generally into three large parts 
(see Table 6-1). 
2 Berio, Two Interviews, 108. 
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Table 6-1 The three parts of the fifth movement and the corresponding 
materials within each part 
Part 1 mm.1-40 (2 measures prior to D) Materials from I & IV in alternation 
(mm.41-44: a linkage) 
Part 2 mm.44-103 (End of I) Recurrence of “0 King” 
Part 3 mm.104 (J) -159 (End of movement) Coda: a monody reminiscent of I 
The three parts are approximately equal in proportion, with the first part 
shorter than the latter two (of course the ultimate timings of each section cannot 
accurately be calculated without considering the fermatas.) The recurrence of the 
"O King" section in the centre largely determines the overall structure of the 
movement. The first part alternates with pre-existent materials in the first and 
fourth movements. Materials from the first movement further dominate in the 
third part, the coda of the movement. An urgent monody running up and down 
through the whole gamut of the orchestra is a reminiscence of materials from the 
first movement. Within this large structure occasionally recur materials from the 
third movement. Similar to their earlier existence, they likewise appear in a 
fragmented fashion. 
An analysis of the musical materials in V 
A. Part 1: alternation between I and IV 
The first movement ends with an opposition created between the solo 
piano and the orchestra. The materials of the solo piano seem to be left in 
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suspension there. Berio opens the last movement with these suspended 
materials and further develops them. 
Following the continuation of the piano solo passage, the eight solo 
vocalists, in measures 10 to 12’ join in with a D-flat/E-flat oscillation, the same 
materials which open the fourth movement. The strings then enter in measure 13 
with the recurrence of chord 1 from the first movement,^ to support the narration 
in the vocal parts. Both the soloists and the orchestra pass through a chromatic 
descending passage led by chord 1 and linked to the recurrence of the oscillation 
in measure 23. The oscillation largely dominates the vocal parts from measures 
23 to 32. While the texts continue with an opposition between water and fire 
taken from the myths, the soloists sing them out with notes from chord 2，a third-
based chord in the first movement.^ This passage lasts from measures 33 to 40. 
Chords 1 and 2 from the first movement reappear at measures 42 and 43 to 44 
respectively and serve as a linkage to the “ 0 King" section. Example 6-1 
summarizes the harmonic process from measures 10 to 44. 
B. Part 2: the "O King” cycle 
While part 1 follows a composition principle of suspension and later 
redevelopment of musical processes, part 2，measures 44 to 103, is based on a 
reworking of familiar material in new contexts. Berio by no means pastes in the 
entire “ 0 King" movement here. The second movement, which lasts 93 
3 Please refer example 2-la in Chapter 2 of this thesis for the illustration of chord 1. 
4 Please refer example 2-lb in Chapter 2 of this thesis for the illustration of chord 2. 
I 
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measures in total, is made up of a pitch sequence of four and a half cycles and a 
loosely-performed rhythmic sequence. The reworking here is 34 measures 
shorter than the original second movement. The structure is illustrated in Table 
6-2. 
Table 6-2 The structure of the “ 0 King" cycles in part 2 of the fifth 
movement 
No. of series Nn of measures Remarks 
1 ct cvcle mm 44 - 61 m.56 Note compensated in orch: D(18) 
1st cycle mm. 44 mm.58-61 Extra notes: D，B & B-flat 
2nd cycle mm. 61 - 76 m.64 (F) E)dra n 二 G# 
m.68 Extra note: G# 
m.73 Note compensated in orch: G#(17) 
3rd cycle mm. 77 - 92 Pitches occur completely in vocal lines 
4th cycle mm. 9 2 - 1 0 3 mm.95-6 Notes compensated 丨 n 『 f & A-flat(7) 
叫n lywe m 98 Note compensated in orch. C#(1 • ) 
m 101 Note compensated in orch: G#(17) 
Missing notes: B-flat(19), A-flat(20) & B-flat(21) 
Within this 60-measure framework, the 21-note pitch series appears four 
times. The fourth and last series is. however, incomplete，as the final three 
notes, B-flat(19), A-flat(20) and B-flat(21), are missing. (Example 6-2 shows the 
four cycles of the pitch series in the fifth movement.) Berio made some minor 
alterations to the first, second and fourth cycles, which are shown in the remarks 
with Table 6-2. Certain pitches do not appear in the vocal lines at their right 
places, but are compensated in the orchestral part instead. Berio extended the 
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first series by adding three extra notes from within the seven pitches which form 
the series. The three extra notes, D’ B and B-flat, exist in soprano I in measures 
58 to 61. These three extra notes in the first series remind one of the missing 
three notes in the fourth series, though they represent different pitch materials 
(only B-flat is in common), contain different intervallic content (whole-tone relation 
for the missing group and major-minor third intervals for the extra group), and no 
relationship between these two groups is observed. 
Curiously enough, the addition and absence of notes seem to indicate 
entries of new textual materials in certain cases. At measure 56’ D(18) is missing 
in the vocal line. Here, the text begins the opposition between myth no.2 and 
no. 125. This textual part ends at measure 64 where an extra note, G#’ is added. 
Structures of textural and musical materials sometimes show a direct relationship 
to one another. The opposition between fire and water ends in measure 61，at 
which the first series also ends. Measures 75 to 103 contain the opposition 
between myth no. 124 and no.1’ while the third and fourth series also occupy 
these measures. 
C. Part 3: Coda 
Measure 104 (J) starts with new materials in both music and text. The 
musical element which forms the basis of the monody begins to emerge at 
measure 89 (H, measure 7). It first appears as a fragment. At measure 89’ 
where the third cycle of the pitch series will end in soprano 丨，the clarinet and 
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piccolo play an ascending fragment from the Hindemith Kammermusik. This 
fragment is immediately answered by oboe and cor anglais with a descending 
fragment. These two fragments together form the embryo of the undulating pitch 
line. (Example 6-3 shows the two fragments at measure 89.) The fragment 
recurs at measure 94 as a single musical idea in the electronic harp. It appears 
more frequently from measures 98 to 103 in clarinet, oboe and electronic harp, 
leading to its gradual announcement beginning at measure 104.® 
The monody is a reminiscence of the material in the first movement. 
Nevertheless, they are only similar to one another in style, and distinct pitch 
elements are employed. The monody is in a "wave form,” in that the pitches run 
hastily up and down, "covering the gamut of the treble and bass staves." 
At the end of the third section, the two chords of the first movement 
reappear in both the orchestra and vocalists, to end the whole Sinfonia. Chord 1 
recurs with the soloists in measure 146, and the strings join in a measure later. It 
lasts until measure 151 (0，measure 2) where "peripetie" enters in the vocal parts 
and it gradually transforms into chord 2 in measure 152’ using their common pitch 
elements (E-flat and C). Chord 2 seems to signify the existence of "heros tue" 
(the fallen hero) from 152 to 159. The orchestra suggests Chord 1 for the last 
time in measure 158. The whole work ends with the two chords combined and 
sounding together. 
5 Osmond-Smith, Playing on Words, 81. 
6 Osmond-Smith, Playing on Words, 83. 
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An overview of the structure of the integral texts 
The mythologies from the first movement form the majority of the integral 
texts that recur in this movement. Textual material starts early, at measure 2’ 
where the solo voice of the first soprano enters with "Rose de sang," the same 
text which opens the fourth movement. It is then linked to an alternation of the 
materials about fire and water, which, in the first movement, represent the main 
opposition of the subjects of the mythologies. These materials cover measures 5 
to 61 (E, measure 8). 
Four interrelated myths then dominate the textual materials of the final 
movement from measures 56 (E, measure 3) up to the end of the “ 0 King" 
section at the end of 丨（m.103). Here Berio further explores the relationships 
between myth no.2 vs myth no. 125, and myth no. 124 vs myth n o . l / Starting 
from J, where the final monody begins, new myth materials enter, which “focus… 
on the underlying theme of the whole work: “la vie breve" (the short life)."® 
The Beckett text of the third movement is inserted only occasionally in this 
movement, for example, bass I，in measures 12 to 13’ asks the fragmented, short 
questions which feature the opening of the Unnameable, “Where now? Who 
now? And now?” and tenor II simultaneously announces “Listen, Listen, are you 
going already? ...let me see your face once more" in measures 11 to 15. These 
7 Myth no. 1 does not appear in the first movement. It comes from the Bororo tribe, entitled "The macaws 
and their nest” 
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fragments reappear in places like measures 48 to 50 in tenor II, measure 49 in 
bass 11’ measures 104 to 108 and measures 120 to 123 in tenor II. 
An analysis of the mythologies in V 
A. Fire vs water 
"Appel bruyant I doux appel, the materials of myth no.9, the fire myth, 
alternate with materials from the other myths which are related to each other by a 
triad relationship (see Chapter 2). Myth no.1 first alternates with myth no.9 and 
.myth no. 124, a transformational opposite to myth no.1. These materials emerge 
from the phonetic undergrowth at measure 13’ where the orchestra first enters 
g 
with chord 1 from the first movement. These materials reappear at measure 31. 
From measures 34 to 55 (the opening of E), the materials in the vocal part 
are a recapitulation of the materials from D to H of the first movement. These 
materials are related by the three important objects or elements in the myths， 
However, Berio omitted some of the texts, so that the opposition between "eau 
celeste / terrestre" (heavenly water and earthly water) does not exist in the fifth 
movement. Starting at measure 57，only the opposition between "un fils prive de 
mere I nourriture" (son deprived of mother I food) is developed. This opposing 
relationship comes from a table in the Raw and the Cooked which compares the 
8 Osmond-Smith, Playing on Words, 86. 
9 Osmond-Smith, Playing on Words, 87. 
Please refer to "Relationships among myths no.9, no. 124, and no. 127" in Chapter U of this thesis for the 
discussion of the three types of objects and elements in the myths. 
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Structure between myths no.2 and no. 125.^^ The opposition, which first appeared 
in a more fragmented fashbn in the first movement, is developed as an extended 
passage in this fifth movement.^^ 
B. Mvth no.1 vs mvth no.124 
From measures 75 to 83 (G to the opening of H) the tenor and bass parts 
simultaneously narrate the openings of myth no.1 and no.124. These are two 
analogous myths. Myth no.1 talks about a single young man who rapes his 
mother and is punished by his father, while in myth no.124, Asare's elder brothers 
also rape their mother and are severely thrashed by their father. Berio compares 
the two myths from measures 85 to 103，the end of the “ 0 King” cycle. In these 
measures, six different features are compared between the vocal lines of alto II, 
13 
tenor I and the two bass parts. Each feature is numbered in succession. 
C. “La vie breve" 
Following the simultaneous endings of the comparisons between myths 
no.1 and no.124 and the “O King” cycle in the music, measure 104 (J) starts the 
coda, which is occupied by a single undulating pitch line, or monody. New texts 
are employed for the vocalists. Soprano 11 starts a narration, which is taken from 
myth no.87’ telling “how cultivated plants, like the fire myth of no.9. must be paid 
for by ‘la vie b r e v e . S o p r a n o II then stops the narration and focuses on the 
11 Levi-Strauss, the Raw and the Cooked, 209. 




theme “human mortality； which comes from a myth of obscure origin, that does 
not exist in the Raw and the Cooked or other volumes of Levi-Strauss's 
Mythologiques:5 
Parallel to the beginning of the first movement, the narration in the fifth 
movement, is likewise interrupted at a crucial moment by the orchestra. When it 
is going to reveal “what consolation the ‘esprit special' (special spirit) is to bring to 
mortal man,"''® the myth narration, by bass II starting from measure 124, is 
interrupted. From measure 129 (L) onwards, the soloists are engaged in a 
frenetic passage in which plosive consonants like [b], [d], [k] and [t] are 
exchanged at utmost speed. Starting at measure 151，this frenetic passage 
resolves to a final statement of the image of "heros tue； which recurs especially 
in the first, second, third, and fifth movements of the work. 
[Appendix III illustrates the integral texts applied in the fifth movement, with 
specification to their vocal parts.] 
Ibid. 
16 Osmond-Smith, Playing on Words, 89. 
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Musical Examples (Chapter 6) 
Example 6-1 A summary of the harmonic process from measures 10 to 44 
rv,^. jc^lZ rv^ ry,. l^-,] m 們 • 之 • 多 ; ^ ^J, 
/ 回 ^ ^ 
descenjTnf? 
^ Q — — p 鄉广广 J O —— 
y - o o 
ct> /^B^ C h c r J i 伙 c幼丨久tre片 c w ^ C W i 
‘ AoY^'ncdes) 
[Adapted from Osmond-Smith, Playing on words, 77.] 
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Example 6-2 The four cycles of the pitch series in the fifth movement 
n ^ t � r n -I o 卜 o 卜 卜 e i 
-7 ^ ^ [o u 
一 “ ” U ^ J ^ - f ^ ~ ~ 
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Example 6-3 Fragments, at measure 89, which forms the final monody 
n o h 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
/ ^ ^ 
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Chapter 7 Conclusions 
Sinfonia represents a crystallisation of some essential happenings, both 
musical and non-musical, during the 1960s in the West. The three important 
topics on which the music focuses include the study of anthropology, the 
assassination of the American civil rights leader Martin Luther King, and the re-
discovery of Gustav Mahler's music. These topics are independent in nature. 
But Berio connects them together by pinpointing some common, underlying 
themes between them. These components serve as the main textual sources in 
Sinfonia，and they are coupled with five musical frameworks, each representing a 
variety of styles in twentieth-century music. 
To summarize what has been said in the earlier chapters of this thesis, the 
first movement focuses on mythological analysis by the famous French 
anthropologist. Claude Levi-Strauss. Berio highlights the contrasts between the 
five myths that he incorporated Into his work, the most prominent being the 
contrasts between fire and water. They are developed upon a huge musical 
framework which is largely dominated by only two chords. The second 
movement is an orchestral rearrangement of “ 0 King,” a chamber work Berio 
wrote in 1967. This version appears to be something more than a purely re-
orchestrated work. Berio made considerable changes in text setting, not only in 
the newly added seven voices but in the first soprano line as well. Besides, as 
shown in Chapter 3 of the thesis, he made some adjustments to the lengths of 
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phrases. As a homage to Martin Luther King, Berio made use of the phonetic 
materials and fragmented syllables of King's entire name as the basic textual 
material in this movement. These texts are arranged in a musical structure built 
up around a 21-note pitch series and a loosely-performed rhythmic sequence .. 
Various sources of both textual and musical events are fused together in 
the large-scale third movement. Here Berio incorporates fragments from Samuel 
Beckett's the Unnameable into the Scherzo of Mahler's "Resurrection" Symphony. 
These musical and textual sources are joined with numerous quotations of 
various styles, musically from Monteverdi to Stockhausen, and verbally from 
literature to performance indications. The fourth movement is a brief recall of the 
previous three movements. Berio alters Mahler's text "0 Roschen rot," 
introduced in the fourth movement of the "Resurrection" Symphony, to "Rose de 
sang" in such a way that it retains certain features of the three preceding 
movements. First, its relation to "0 R6schen rot" reminds the listener of Mahler. 
Second, the image of blood recalls the bloody incident of Martin Luther King's 
assassination. Third, its French text relates to the first movement. These 
materials are presented in Berio's own musical technique of chromatic saturation. 
The fifth movement is a synthesis of all the preceding components, in both verbal 
and musical contexts. It opens with an alternation of materials from the first and 
fourth movements, followed by a middle part which uses the second movement 
as the skeletal framework, and concludes with the re-development of a piano solo 
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theme which closes the first movement. Fragments from the central movement 
are scattered over the entire large structure. 
The first three movements each focus on a separate theme. These 
seemingly unrelated topics are interconnected by several themes: “water, 
"blood； and “hero.” Most of the myths used in the first movement concern the 
origin of water or other stories about water. The image of blood is exhibited in 
both the myths and the assassination of Martin Luther King. A hero is present in 
each of the myth stories, and the narration of their respective plights helps to 
bring out the main theme of a story. The implication of a hero likewise appears in 
the second and third movements. In the second movement, the hero concept 
obviously refers to Martin Luther King. The case is a bit indirect in the third 
movement. The underlying program of “St Anthony of Padua's Sermon to the 
Fish； a Wunderhom Lied on which the Mahler Scherzo is based, relates to the 
story of a historical but mostly mythical Christian figure, Saint Anthony. The 
message of the preacher is ignored by the listeners, and he finally gives a sermon 
to water creatures. The plight parallels Mahler's struggle on behalf of his nine 
enormous symphonies and his high artistic demands as a conductor, both of 
which were severely resisted by the public of his time. Mahler's final illness 
turned serious with the pressure of his musical undertakings and personal 
unhappiness. He died at the age of 51. The hero, in this instance, may refer to 
Mahler. 
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Among the five movements, the centra丨 movement has received the most 
widespread attention. The interesting interaction between music and text has 
perhaps led to this phenomenon. The adaptation of the various sources brings 
numerous special effects to the co-operation between the singers and the 
orchestra. For instance, in the opening of the movement, singers introduce the 
Mahler Scherzo by announcing the title and its performance indications. The 
vocalists seem to be acting a real listening experience on stage. When the 
orchestra starts playing the musical fragments, the singers, or the "audience on 
stage," recognise the tunes and express them by telling the names of the pieces， 
and they even join the orchestra by singing the melodies in solfdge. The soloists 
are at times connected to each other to form a dialogue, often in an ironic tone. 
One example is the use of quotations from Hindemith's Kammermusik and the 
corresponding commentary given between the singers like "you are nothing but 
an academic exercise•” These events are all integrated into a large musical 
container, which is sometimes fully perceivable but sometimes totally disappears, 
to form a new context and present a new experience in perception. 
This also reflects one main characteristic of Luciano Berio who. as a 
composer, shows his interest especially in pursuing different listening 
experiences. He was fond of an experience of “not quite hearing； as seen in the 
second movement of Sinfonia，in which the name “Martin Luther King” passes 
through a process from mere phonetic sounds to the final disclosure of the entire 
name, and in the third movement, the sometimes "invisible” status of the Mahler 
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Scherzo. Berio was also interested in placing the same material, both music or 
text, in different contexts. In Sinfonia, the second movement is a re-arrangement 
of his chamber work, “ 0 King； and it is further transformed into another shape 
with its recurrence in the middle section of the fifth movement. The same text is 
used in different movements; for example, Berio employs "appel bruyant / doux 
appel" in the first, fourth and fifth movements. As well, there are recurrences of 
the isolated words, phonetic materials, nonsense sounds and so on from the 
preceding movements in the final one. Moreover, the dual identity of the fourth 
movement, as a postlude in the premiere and first recording, and as an interlude 
nowadays, gives a new perspective to the movement itself and even to the 
overall structure of Sinfonia. 
Many areas surrounding this thesis topic and other issues related to 
Berio's Sinfonia deserve to be explored in further studies. In Chapter 2, for 
example, still more interpretations can be made concerning Berio's use of Levi-
Strauss's Mythologiques. There are parallels in structure between the Raw and 
the Cooked and Sinfonia\ both works focus on different topics, yet Berio and Levi-
Strauss draw out the similar themes. The analysis of the third movement mainly 
focuses on the first forty-six measures, about one eighth of the entire movement. 
There are certainly other interesting points to be discussed. Moreover, as the 
present thesis aims to study the correlation between music and text, sections 
which are dominated by the orchestra have been less emphasised. These 
components are, by no means, to be neglected. Furthermore, in Chapter 3’ I 
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have made a brief comparison between the two versions of “ 0 King.” The 
deployment of text and phonetic materials in the chamber version contrasts 
considerably with the Sinfonia version. More thorough study of these two 
versions deserves to be made. 
In conclusion, Berio successfully integrated three seemingly unrelated 
topics into one composition with an effective incorporation of a wide variety of 
musical styles. The success which Sinfonia achieved was a culmination of the 
experience Berio gained from his musical experiments, beginning with Omaggio a 
Joyce, and in later compositions, like Visage and Circles. Berio's collaboration 
with a gifted performer, Cathy Berberian, inspired his use of text and achieved the 
realization of his vocal writing in performance, while a distinguished writer, 
Umberto Eco, broadened the composer's knowledge of literature, especially in 
discovering the tonal qualities in poems. Moreover, the combination of the huge 
orchestration and the eight solo voices in Sinfonia is made possible with the use 
of electronic devices and the singers' employment of unconventional vocal 
technique. Sinfonia stands out as one of the important compositions in twentieth-
century music history, especially for the so-called “age of diversity" of the 1960s. 
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Appendix 丨 Luciano Berio's Compositions from 1958 to 1968 
1958 Thema (Omaggio a Joyce) for 2-track tape with recorded 
voice of Cathy Berberian 
1958-59 Tempi Concertati for solo flute, violin, 2 piano 
and 4 instrumental groups 
-1959 Differences for flute, clarinet, harp, viola, 
cello and tape 
1959 Quademi I for orchestra 
1960 Moment! for 4-track tape 
1960 Circles (Cummings) for female voice, harp and 2 
percussionists (First 
performer: Cathy Berberian) 
1960-61 Visage for 2-track tape with recorded 
voice of Cathy Berberian 
1961 Quademi II for orchestra 
1959-62. rev. 1965 Epifanie (Proust, Joyce. for female voice and orchestra 
’ Machado, Simon, Brecht, (First performer: Cathy 
Sanguineti) Berberian) 
1961-62 Quademi III for orchestra 
1961-62 Passaggio (Sanguineti) for soprano, Chorus A (in pit). 
Chorus B (5 groups of 
speakers in auditorium) and 
orchestra 
1962-63 Esposizione (Sanguineti) for mezzo-soprano, 2 
children's voices, dancers, 14 
instruments and 4-track tape 
1963 Sequenza II for harp 
1963-64 Sincronie for string quartet 
1964 Traces (Susan Oyama) for soprano, mezzo-soprano, 
2 actors, 2 choruses and 
orchestra 
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1964 Folk Songs for mezzo-soprano and 7 
instruments (First performer: 
Cathy Berberian) 
1964 Chemins I on Sequenza II for harp and orchestra 
1965 Wasserklavier for piano 
1965 Laborintus II (Sanguineti) for 3 female voices. 8 actors, 
speaker and instrument 
1965-66 Sequenza ill for voice (First performer: 
Cathy Berberian) 
1965-66 Sequenza 丨V for piano 
1966 Gesti for recorder 
1966 Sequenza V for trombone 
1967 Sequenza VI for viola 
1967 Chemins II on Sequenza VI for viola and 9 instruments 
1967 O King for mezzo-soprano and 5 
instruments (First performer: 
Cathy Berberian) 
1968 Chemins ill on Chemins II for viola and 8 instruments 
1968-69 Sinfonia (Levi-Strauss, for 8 voices and orchestra 
Beckett and Berio) (First performance (4 
movements only):- New York, 
1968’ Swingle Singers, 




Orchester, cond., Bour) 
[Adapted from Osmond-Smith, Berio, 128-34.] 
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Appendix II The Poem "Des Antonius von Padua 
Fischpredigt" and its English Translation: 
"Des Antonius von Padua Fischpredigt" "St. Anthony's Sermon to the Fish" 
Antonius zur Predigt St. Anthony for his sermon 
die Kirche find't ledig. finds the church empty. 
Er geht zu den Flussen He goes to the rivers 
und predigt den Fischen! and preaches to the fish! 
Sie schlag'n mit den Schwanzen. They clap with their tails, 
im Sonnenschein glanzen. glistening in the sunshine. 
Die Karpfen mit Rogen The carp together with their spawn 
sind air hierherzogen; have all assembled here; 
hab'n d'Mauler aufrissen. have mouths wide open’ 
sich Zuhor'n's beflissen. intent upon listening. 
Kein Predigt niemalen Never has a sermon 
den Fischen so g'fallen! so pleased the fish. 
Spitzgoschete Hechte, The pointed nose pike, 
die immerzu fechten. who are always fighting, 
sind eiiends herschwommen, have hastily swum here 
zu horen den Frommen! in order to hear this godly man! 
Auch jene Phantasten’ Also those dreamers, 
die immerzu fasten: Who are always fasting， 
die Stockfisch ich meine, the cod, I mean. 
zur Predigt erscheinen. appear for the sermon. 
Kein Predigt niemalen Never has a sermon 
den Stockfisch so g'fallen. so pleased the cod. 
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Gut Aale und Hausen, Even the elegant eels and sturgeon, 
die vomehme schmausen, who feast so fashionably, 
die seibst sich bequemen, are contented 
die Predlgt vemehmen! listening to the sermon. 
Auch Krebse, Schildkroten, The crabs, too. and the turtles. 
sons! langsame Boten, normally slow movers, 
steigen eilig vom Grund, rise quickly from the bottom 
zu horen diesen Mund! to hear this oracle! 
Kein Predigt niemalen Never has a sermon 
den Krebsen so g'fallen! so pleased the crabs. 
Fisch, grosse. Fisch' kleine, Fish, both large and small, 
vomehm' und gemeine. genteel and ordinary, 
erheben die K6pfe raising their heads 
wie verstand'ge GeschOpfe, like intelligent creatures, 
auf Gottes Begehren at God's command 
die Predigt anhoren. listen to the sermon. 
Die Predigt geendet, When the sermon is ended, 
ein Jeder sich wendet everyone of them turns round. 
Die Hecht bleiben Diebe, The pike remain thieves, 
die Aale viel lieben; the eels make a lot of love, 
die Predigt hat g,fallen, the sermon has pleased them, 
sie bleiben wie Allen! they remain like everybody else! 
Die Krebs' geh'n zurucke, The crabs move backwards, 
die StockTisch bleib'n dicke, the cod remain fat. 
die Karpfen viel fressen, the carp eat a great deal. 
die Predigt vergessen! the sermon is forgotten. 
Die Predigt hat g'fallen. The sermon has pleased, 
sie bleiben wie Allen! they remain like everybody else! 
[Adapted from Watkins, Soundings, 6-7.] 
[The poems of Des Knaben Wonderhorn are edited and compiled 
by Achim von Arnim and Clemens Brentano.] 
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Appendix III Integral Texts Applied in the Fifth Movement 
Sopranos I & II Altos I & U Tenors I & ” Basses I & II 
(mm. 1-4) Rose de sang 
(mm. 5-9) appel bruyant 
appel doux 
(mm. 12-16) Voild (mm. 13-15) Listen, listen, (mm. 13-16) Bl:ll y avait 
qui nous vo貼. are you going already? une fois un 丨ndien 
II y avait une fois un Let me see your face marie et pere de 
jeune garcon qui suivit once more plusieurs tils adultes... 
sa m^re... 
Bii: nous voila, 
where now? Who 
now? And now? 
(mm.25-27) All together: appel bruyant, doux appel 
(mm.38-40) mais 
pourtant les thdmes 
sont la. 
Partout, ailieurs mais 
pourtant voila 
(m.45) mais pourtant 
les themes sont I白 
(mm.48-49) Al & TI: mais pourtant les themes sont 
la, qui affirment la priorite (m.49) where now? 
Til: Listen, let me see your face once more. Keep going. 
(mm.57-75) un fils prive 
de nourriture (mm.66-71) les themes 
un fils prive de mere qui affirment la priorite 
de 丨a discontinuity 
universelle des 
(mm.75-77) Til & Bl: themes sur la continuite de 
「organisation interne a chacuns 
(m.77) TI: un jeune (mm.76-77) Bl: il y 
garcon qui suivit sa mere avait une fois un indien 
en cachette, la surprit marie, pere de pluiseurs 
et la viola. fiis adultes a I'exception 
du demier qui 
s'appelait Asare. 
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Sopranos I & II Altos I & II Tenors I & II Basses I & II 
(mm.78-83) Bl: Un jour 
que cet indien etait a 
la chasse les freres d' 
Asare a tour de role 
violerent leur mere dans 
la maison des hommes. 
Les coupables recoivent 
de leur pere une rude 
correction 
(mm.80-82) Bll: 
Persuade de son 
infortune le pere 
expedie son fils au 
"nid les ames" 
(mm.86-89) Bl: un: le 
(mm.87-95) heros tue crocodile. A sa 
demande les oiseaux 
pies le dissimulent sous 
un tas d'ecorces. 
(mm.85-88) Bll: un: 
les ames la grand-
mere lui recommande 
d'obtenir I'aide de 
i'oiseau mouche 
(mm.89-92) deux: II lui 
echappe grace aux per- (mm.90-92) deux: 
drix qui consentent a le ranimal secuetant cette 
(mm.92-94) Trois: cacher sous la paille fois la colombe au vol 
Asare se cache sous rapide. 
Les epiuchures des (mm.93-95) Trois: il est 
gousses de yatoba. aid6 par la grande 
sauterelle, dont le vol 
(mm.94-103) Quatre: au est plus lent. 
Beau milieu du fleuve il (mm.95-97) Quatre: 
rencontre un crocodile ne quasse les lezards qui 
d'une multitude de lezards abondent sur le plateau, 
qu'il avait lui-meme (mm.98-103) Cinq: Du 
tues 
pendant le voyage, et que macabre festin il ne 
les eaux grossissantes reste au fond de I'eau 
ont entraines. que les ossements de-
Cinq: Peu apres, on les chames, et les poumons 
voit apparaitre dans le del qui surnagent sous 
tout propres et renoves forme de plantes aqua-
sous rapparence des sept tiques dont les feuilles 
etoiles des Pleiades. dit-on ressemblent a 
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Sopranos 1 & II Altos 1 & II Tenors 丨 & II Basses I & II 
Six: Asare arrive enfin poumons. 
Chez son oncle qui attend Six: la grand-mere ne 
le crocodile de pied ferme sait troop comment 
et rinonde de son perer a ce nouveau 
fluide • „ , 
danger, mais elle remet 
a son petit fils un baton 
magique 
(mm. 104-6) un jeune (m.104) Assez (m.104) Listen (m.104) non, pas ga 
qui couchait en piein (mm. 105-7) L'esprit 
air tombe amoureux createur que les (mm. 106-8) Listen (mm. 106-113)丨.esprit 
d'une etoiie hommes seraient are you going already? createur avait decide 
immortels Let me see your face II fallait les informer, et 
once more ii choisit le cameleon. 
(m.109) et ils choisit Voyant cela. l'esprit 
comme messager (m.111) qui est un malin 
animal fort lent 
(mm. 114-6) l'esprit 
malin, a raffut d'un bon 
fond, alia porter aux 
hommes la nouvelle (mm. 116-7)丨a nouvelle 
qu'ils etaient mortels (m.117) qu'ils etaient 
mortels 
(mm. 119-20) Cela ne 
(mm. 120-23) Listen, are leur plut pas 
(mm. 121-22) mais ils you going? Let me see enormement 
finirent par se resigner (m. 123) Et l.esprit your face once more 
tant bien que mal createur n'y pouvait (mm. 124-28) Mors, 
plus hen Pour consoler les 
hommes, ii crea un 
esprit special, dont le 
role etait de leur 
apporter... 
(mm. 151-159) All together: peripetie heros tue 
[Adapted from Peter Altmann, Sinfonia von 
Luciano Berio: eine analytische Studie 
(Vienna: Universal Edition, 1997), 52-53.] 
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